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On numerically hypercyclic operators
Stanislav Shkarin
Abstract
According to Kim, Peris and Song, a continuous linear operator T on a complex Banach space X is
called numerically hypercyclic if the numerical orbit tfpT nxq : n P Nu is dense in C for some x P X and
f P X˚ satisfying }x} “ }f} “ fpxq “ 1. They have characterized numerically hypercyclic weighted
shifts and provided an example of a numerically hypercyclic operator on C2.
We answer two questions of Kim, Peris and Song. Namely, we construct a numerically hypercyclic
operator, whose square is not numerically hypercyclic as well as an operator which is not numerically
hypercyclic but has two numerical orbits whose union is dense in C. We characterize numerically
hypercyclic operators on C2 as well as the operators similar to a numerically hypercyclic one and those
operators whose conjugacy class consists entirely of numerically hypercyclic operators. We describe in
spectral terms the operator norm closure of the set of numerically hypercyclic operators on a reflexive
Banach space. Finally, we provide criteria for numeric hypercyclicity and decide upon the numerical
hypercyclicity of operators from various classes.
MSC: 47A16, 37A25
Keywords: Numerically hypercyclic operators, numerical orbit, numerical range
1 Introduction
Throughout this article X stands for a Banach space over the field C of complex numbers, while SpXq “
tx P X : }x} “ 1u and BpXq “ tx P X : }x} ď 1u. As usual, R is the field of real numbers, R` is
the set of non-negative real numbers, D “ tz P C : |z| ă 1u, T “ tz P C : |z| “ 1u, Z` is the set of
non-negative integers and N is the set of positive integers. If M is a finite or countable set, the symbol
ℓ1`pMq stands for the set of sequences in ℓ1pMq whose entries are all non-negative real numbers. We say
that z1, . . . , zk P T are independent if zm11 . . . zmkk ‰ 1 for every non-zero vector m P Zk. Equivalently,
zj “ eiθj with θj P R are independent if and only if π, θ1, . . . , θk are linearly independent over the field
Q of rational numbers. It is well-known and easy to prove that z1, . . . , zk P T are independent if and
only if the set tpzn1 , . . . , znk q : n P Z`u is dense in Tn. Recall that a sequence tenunPN in X is called a
Schauder basis in X if every x P X can be uniquely written as x “
8ř
n“1
cnxn, where cn P C and the
series is norm-convergent. The functionals en˚ : X Ñ C, en˚pxq “ cn are automatically continuous and
are called the coordinate functionals of the Schauder basis tenunPN. Obviously, en˚pekq “ δn,k for every
n, k P N. A sequence tenunPN in X is called a Schauder basic sequence if tenunPN is a Schauder basis in
the closed linear span of the set ten : n P Nu. The symbol LpXq stands for the space of bounded linear
operators T : X Ñ X and X˚ is the space of continuous linear functionals f : X Ñ C. For T P LpXq,
the dual operator T ˚ P LpX˚q acts according to the formula T ˚fpxq “ fpTxq. For T P LpXq, σpT q
stands for the spectrum of T , while σppT q denotes the point spectrum of T . Recall that T P LpXq is
called semi-Fredholm if T pXq is closed in X and either X{T pXq or kerT (or both, in which case T is
called Fredholm) is finite dimensional. The number ipT q “ dim kerT ´ dimX{T pXq P ZY t´8,`8u is
called the index of T . Note that the set of semi-Fredholm operators is norm-open in LpXq and that the
index function i is locally constant. Recall that λ P C is called a normal eigenvalue of T P LpXq if λ is
an isolated point of σpT q and the spectral projection corresponding to the clopen subset tλu of σpT q has
finite rank. This rank is called the multiplicity of the normal eigenvalue λ.
Recall that x P X is called a hypercyclic vector for T P LpXq if the orbit
OpT, xq “ tT nx : n P Z`u
1
is dense in X. Similarly, x P X is called a weakly hypercyclic vector for T P LpXq if OpT, xq is dense in X
with respect to the weak topology. An operator T , which has a hypercyclic vector is called hypercyclic,
while an operator T , which has a weakly hypercyclic vector, is called weakly hypercyclic. For more
information on hypercyclicity see the books [2, 7] and references therein. Recall also that T P LpXq is
called power bounded if supt}T n} : n P Nu ă 8. Unless stated otherwise, we assume that Cn carries
the standard Euclidean norm. We shall routinely identify an operator T P LpCnq with its matrix. For
instance, a diagonal operator on Cn is an operator whose matrix is diagonal. The same agreement stands
for operators on classical sequence spaces.
1.1 The main concept
For T P LpXq and px, fq P X ˆX˚, the numerical orbit of px, fq is the set
OpT, x, fq “ fpOpT, xqq “ tfpT nxq : n P Z`u Ă C.
Note that numerical orbits are also known as weak orbits, see [1] and references therein. The following
definition, motivated by the concept of the numerical range of an operator, was introduced by Kim, Peris
and Song [10], see also [11] for the generalizations to polynomials on Banach spaces.
Definition 1.1. Let
ΠpXq “ tpx, fq P X ˆX˚ : }x} “ }f} “ fpxq “ 1u.
We say that px, fq P ΠpXq is a numerically hypercyclic vector for T P LpXq if the numerical orbit
OpT, x, fq is dense in C. An operator T is called numerically hypercyclic if it has a numerically hypercyclic
vector. We use the symbol NH pXq to denote the set of all numerically hypercyclic operators T P LpXq.
The following proposition collects some elementary observations made in [10].
Proposition 1.2. Let T P LpXq.
• If T is power bounded, then it is not numerically hypercyclic.
• If T is weakly hypercyclic, then it is numerically hypercyclic.
• If the restriction of T to a closed invariant subspace is numerically hypercyclic, then so is T .
• If T is numerically hypercyclic, then T ˚ is numerically hypercyclic. In particular, if X is reflexive,
then T is numerically hypercyclic if and only if T ˚ is.
• If X is a Hilbert space, then T is numerically hypercyclic if and only if there is x P SpXq such that
txT nx, xy : n P Z`u is dense in C, where x¨, ¨y is the inner product of X.
The last observation is due to the fact that if H is a Hilbert space and x P SpHq, then the only
functional f P SpH˚q satisfying fpxq “ 1 is given by fpyq “ xy, xy. Thus in this case the numerical orbits
featuring in the definition of numeric hypercyclicity are naturally labelled by the elements of SpHq. If H
is a Hilbert space and T P LpHq, we use the following notation:
NOpT, xq “ txT nx, xy : n P Z`u for x P SpHq.
Recall that forward Fw and backward Bw weighted shifts on ℓ
ppZ`q act according to the rule
px0, x1, x2, . . . q FwÞÑp0, w1x0, w2x1, . . . q and px0, x1, x2, . . . qBwÞÑpw1x1, w2x2, . . . q, where w “ twnunPN is a
bounded sequence of non-zero scalars. A bilateral weighted shift Tw on ℓ
ppZq is defined by pTwxqn “
wn`1xn`1, where again w “ twnunPZ is a bounded sequence of non-zero scalars. The main results of [10]
can be summarized as follows.
Theorem KPS1. There is a diagonal numerically hypercyclic operator on C2. Consequently, there is a
numerically hypercyclic operator on Cn for every n ě 2.
Theorem KPS2. Let 1 ă p ă 8 and T be a backward or forward weighted shift on ℓppNq or a bilateral
weighted shift on ℓppZq. Then T is numerically hypercyclic if and only if T is not power bounded.
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Remark 1.3. Theorem KPS2 is not exactly what is stated in [10]. Namely, the corresponding results
in [10] provide a condition on the weight sequence equivalent to the numeric hypercyclicity. For bilateral
weighted shifts the authors notice that this condition is equivalent to the operator being not power
bounded, while saying nothing for unilateral shifts. However upon reflection, one can readily see that
this condition is again equivalent to the operator being not power bounded. Furthermore in the case of
unilateral backward shifts the same condition is equivalent to hypercyclicity. One has just co compare
it to the characterization of Salas [15] of hypercyclic backward shifts. On the other hand, there are no
hypercyclic forward shifts and there are non-hypercyclic bilateral shifts, which are not power bounded.
Recall that T P LpXq and S P LpY q are called similar if there is an isomorphism (in the category
of topological vector spaces) J : X Ñ Y such that J´1SJ “ T . Note that hypercyclicity and weak
hypercyclicity are similarity invariants, while the numeric hypercyclicity is not (below we provide plenty
of examples substantiating the last claim). This prompts us to consider the following concepts.
Definition 1.4. We say that T P LpXq is weakly numerically hypercyclic if T is similar to a numerically
hypercyclic operator. We say that T P LpXq is strongly numerically hypercyclic if every operator similar
to T is numerically hypercyclic. We denote the sets of weakly numerically hypercyclic operators and of
strongly numerically hypercyclic operators on X by the symbols WNH pXq and SNH pXq respectively.
The following elementary proposition characterizes weak numeric hypercyclicity.
Proposition 1.5. Let T P LpXq. Then T is weakly numerically hypercyclic if and only if there exist
x P X and f P X˚ such that OpT, x, fq is dense in C.
Proof. The ’only if’ part is obvious. Let x P X and f P X˚ be such that OpT, x, fq is dense in C. It
remains to show that T PWNH pXq. Replacing x by T nx for an appropriate n P N and normalizing, we
can without loss of generality assume that }x} “ fpxq “ 1. Let D “ tx P X : }x} ď 1, |fpxq| ď 1u and
} ¨ }1 be the Minkowski functional of D. Since D is bounded and contains a neighborhood of 0 in X, } ¨ }1
is a norm on X equivalent to the original norm } ¨ }. It is easy to see that }x}1 “ }f}1 “ fpxq “ 1, where
}f}1 is the norm of f as a functional on the normed space X1 “ pX, } ¨ }1q. Thus px, fq P ΠpX1q and
therefore px, fq is a numerically hypercyclic vector for T acting on X1. Since } ¨ } and } ¨ }1 are equivalent,
T acting on X is similar to T acting on X1. Thus T is weakly numerically hypercyclic.
According to Feldman [4], T P LpXq is called 1-weakly hypercyclic if there is x P X such that
fpOpT, xqq is dense in C for each non-zero f P X˚. Of course, every weakly hypercyclic operator is 1-
weakly hypercyclic. We collect a number of straightforward consequences of Definition 1.4 in the following
proposition. The proof is elementary and is left for the reader as an exercise.
Proposition 1.6. Let T P LpXq.
• If T is power bounded, then T RWNH pXq. If T is 1-weakly hypercyclic, then T P SNH pXq.
• If a restriction of T to an invariant closed linear subspace is weakly numerically hypercyclic pres-
pectively, strongly numerically hypercyclicq, then T is weakly numerically hypercyclic prespectively,
strongly numerically hypercyclicq.
• If T P WNH pXq, then T ˚ P WNH pX˚q. If additionally X is reflexive, then T P WNH pXq ðñ
T ˚ PWNH pX˚q and T P SNH pXq ðñ T ˚ P SNH pX˚q.
1.2 Finite dimensional results
The following two questions are raised in [10].
Question KPS3. Let T P NH pXq. Is T n numerically hypercyclic for every n P N?
Question KPS4. Let T P LpXq and there exist pxj , fjq P ΠpXq for 1 ď j ď n for which
nŤ
j“1
OpT, xj , fjq
is dense in C. Is T numerically hypercyclic?
We answer both questions negatively.
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Theorem 1.7. There exists a diagonal T P NH pC2q such that T 2 R NH pC2q.
Theorem 1.8. There exist a diagonal T P LpC4q and x1, x2 P SpC4q such that T R NH pC4q, while
NOpT, x1q Y NOpT, x2q is dense in C.
The following two results are motivated by Theorem KPS1. They provide sufficient conditions of
weak/strong numeric hypercyclicity in terms of the restriction to a finite dimensional invariant subspace.
Theorem 1.9. Each of the following conditions is sufficient for the weak numeric hypercyclicity of
T P LpXq.
(1.9.1) There exist λ1, λ2 P σppT q such that |λ1| “ |λ2| ą 1 and λ1|λ1| ,
λ2
|λ2| are independent in T.
(1.9.2) There are independent λ1, λ2 P T such that ker pT ´ λjIq2 ‰ ker pT ´ λjIq for j P t1, 2u.
(1.9.3) There exist λ1, λ2, λ3 P σppT q such that |λ1| “ |λ2| ą |λ3| ą 1, λ1λ2 has infinite order in the group T
and λ1|λ1| ,
λ3
|λ3| are independent.
(1.9.4) There exist λ1, λ2 P σppT q and λ3 P T such that ker pT ´ λ3Iq2 ‰ ker pT ´ λ3Iq, |λ1| “ |λ2| ą 1,
λ1
λ2
has infinite order in T and λ1|λ1| , λ3 are independent.
Theorem 1.10. Each of the following conditions is sufficient for the strong numeric hypercyclicity of
T P LpXq.
(1.10.1) There exist λ1, . . . , λn P σppT q and c1, . . . , cn P R` such that
! nř
j“1
cjλ
k
j : k P Z`
)
is dense in C.
(1.10.2) There exist λ1, λ2, λ3 P σppT q such that |λ1| “ |λ2| “ |λ3| ą 1 and λ1|λ1| ,
λ2
|λ2| ,
λ3
|λ3| are independent.
In the Hilbert space situation we can refine the first two parts of Theorem 1.9.
Proposition 1.11. Let H be a Hilbert space and T P LpHq. Assume that there exist λ1, λ2 P σppT q such
that |λ1| “ |λ2| ą 1, the eigenspaces ker pT ´ λ1Iq and ker pT ´ λ2Iq are non-orthogonal and λ1|λ1| ,
λ2
|λ2|
are independent in T. Then T P NH pHq.
Proposition 1.12. Let H be a Hilbert space and T P LpHq. Assume that there exist λ1, λ2 P C such that
ker pT ´ λjIq2 ‰ ker pT ´ λjIq for j P t1, 2u, |λ1| “ |λ2| ě 1 and λ1|λ1| ,
λ2
|λ2| are independent in T. Then
T P NH pHq.
We characterize NH pC2q, SNH pC2q, WNH pC2q and WNH pC3q.
Theorem 1.13. Let T P LpC2q. Then T P WNH pC2q if and only if σpT q “ tλ1, λ2u, where |λ1| “
|λ2| ą 1 and λ1|λ1| ,
λ2
|λ2| are independent in T. Furthermore, T P SNH pC2q if and only if σpT q “ tλ1, λ2u
with tλk1 ` λk2 : k P Z`u being dense in C. Finally, T P NH pC2q if and only if either T P SNH pC2q or
T PWNH pC2q and T is not unitarily equivalent to a diagonal operator.
Theorem 1.14. Let T P LpC3q. Then T is weakly numerically hypercyclic if and only if either there are
λ1, λ2 P σpT q such that |λ1| “ |λ2| ą 1 and λ1|λ1| ,
λ2
|λ2| are independent in T or σpT q “ tλ1, λ2, λ3u, where
|λ1| “ |λ2| ą |λ3| ą 1, λ1λ2 has infinite order in the group T and λ1|λ1| ,
λ3
|λ3| are independent in T.
Remark 1.15. The above results provide easy explicit examples of numerically hypercyclic operators
on Cn. For instance, applying Theorems 1.13, Theorem 1.10 and Proposition 1.12 respectively, we have
ˆ
2eipi log 2 1
0 2eipi log 3
˙
P NH pC2q,
¨
˝ 2eipi log 2 0 00 2eipi log 3 0
0 0 2eipi log 5
˛
‚P SNH pC3q Ă NH pC3q
and
¨
˚˝˚ eipi log 2 1 0 00 eipi log 2 0 0
0 0 eipi log 3 1
0 0 0 eipi log 3
˛
‹‹‚P NH pC4q.
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In relation to Theorem 1.13 it makes sense to mention the following fact.
Proposition 1.16. For every R ą 1,  pz, wq P T2 : tRnpzn ` wnq : n P Z`u is dense in C( is a dense
Gδ-subset of T
2 of Lebesgue measure 0.
Remark 1.17. Let tx, yu be a fixed linear basis in C2 and R ą 1. For each pz, wq P T2, consider
T “ Tz,w P LpC2q given by Tx “ Rzx and Ty “ Rwy. By Theorem 1.13 and Proposition 1.16, for
almost all pz, wq P T2 in the Lebesgue measure sense, Tz,w P WNH pC2qzNH pC2q if xx, yy “ 0 and
Tz,w P NH pC2qzSNH pC2q if xx, yy ‰ 0. In particular, there are numerically hypercyclic operators on C2
which are not strongly numerically hypercyclic and there are weakly numerically hypercyclic operators
on C2 that are not numerically hypercyclic.
Due to Leo´n-Saavedra and Mu¨ller [12], if T P LpXq is hypercyclic or weakly hypercyclic, then so is zT
for each z P T. Moreover, Theorem KPS2 ensures that if a weighted shift T is numerically hypercyclic,
then so is zT for each z P C satisfying |z| ě 1. In general, the scalar multiples of numerically hypercyclic
operators do not exhibit this nice behavior even in the friendly realm of diagonal operators on C2.
Proposition 1.18. For every T P LpC2q, there is w P T such that wT RWNH pC2q.
Proposition 1.19. For each z, w P T, Mpz, wq “
"
r ą 1 :
ˆ
rz 0
0 rw
˙
P NH pC2q
*
is a Gδ-subset of R,
being either infinite or empty. There exist w, z P T such that Mpz, wq is a dense Gδ-subset of p1,8q and
therefore is uncountable. For every w, z P T, Mpz, wq has zero Lebesgue measure.
By Proposition 1.19, not a single diagonal T P LpC2q satisfies rT P NH pC2q for each r ą 1.
1.3 Infinite dimensional results
The following two theorems provide further sufficient conditions for weak/strong numeric hypercyclicity.
Theorem 1.20. Each of the following conditions is sufficient for the weak numeric hypercyclicity of
T P LpXq.
(1.20.1) There is a sequence tznunPN in σppT q such that 1 ă |z1| ă |z2| ă . . .
(1.20.2) There is r ą 1 such that σppT q X rT is infinite.
(1.20.3) There is a cyclic vector x for T satisfying lim inf
nÑ8
1`}Tnx}
}Tn} “ 0.
(1.20.4) There are x P X and an infinite set A Ď N such that }T nx} Ñ 8 as nÑ8, n P A and the sequence 
Tnx
}Tnx}
(
nPA is weakly convergent but is not norm convergent.
The following examples show how to apply Theorem 1.20.
Example 1.21. I ` V PWNH pL2r0, 1sq, where V fpxq “ şx
0
fptq dt is the classical Volterra operator.
Proof. It is easy to verify (see, for instance, [3]) that }T n} Ñ 8 and }T ng} “ op}T n}q, where T “ I ` V
and gpxq “ x for x P r0, 1s. Since g is a cyclic vector for T , (1.20.3) is satisfied and T P WNH pL2r0, 1sq
by Theorem 1.20.
Example 1.22. Let a P Cr0, 1s be non-constant and }a} ą 1. Then M PWNH pCr0, 1sq, where M is the
multiplication by a operator: Mf “ af for f P Cr0, 1s.
Proof. Let K “ tt P r0, 1s : |aptq| “ }a}u. If K ‰ r0, 1s, we can pick f P Cr0, 1s such that K “ tt P
r0, 1s : fptq “ 0u and let X be the closed linear span of OpM,fq. It is easy to see that }Mn ˇˇ
X
} “ }a}n
for every n P Z` and }T nf} “ op}a}nq as n Ñ 8. Thus (1.20.3) is satisfied for M
ˇˇ
X
and therefore
M
ˇˇ
X
P WNH pXq. By Proposition 1.2, M P WNH pCr0, 1sq. It remains to consider the case K “ r0, 1s.
Let R “ }a}. Since a is non-constant and |a| ” R, Proposition 1.16 ensures that we can pick w, z P T such
that Rz,Rw P apr0, 1sq and tRnpzn`wnq : n P Z`u is dense in C. Choose s, t P r0, 1s such that apsq “ Rz
and aptq “ Rw and let 1 be the constant 1 function on r0, 1s. Set ϕ P Cr0, 1s˚ to be ϕpfq “ 1
2
pfpsq`fptqq.
Clearly, p1, ϕq P ΠpCr0, 1sq and ϕpMn1q “ 1
2
Rnpzn `wnq for n P Z`. Thus OpM,1, ϕq is dense in C and
therefore M P NH pCr0, 1sq ĂWNH pCr0, 1sq.
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Theorem 1.23. Each of the following conditions is sufficient for the strong numeric hypercyclicity of
T P LpXq.
(1.23.1) X is reflexive and there are a Schauder basic sequence tenunPN in X and c P ℓ1`pNq such that
Ten “ λnen with λn P C for each n P N and
! 8ř
j“1
cjλ
k
j : k P Z`
)
is dense in C.
(1.23.2) X is reflexive and there is a Schauder basic sequence tenunPN in X such that Ten “ λnen for each
n P N, where λn P C are such that |λ1| ą 1, the sequence t|λn|unPN is pmaybe non-strictlyq increasing
and the numbers λn|λn| are pairwise distinct elements of T.
(1.23.3) There is λ P C such that |λ| ě 1 and T ´ λI is semi-Fredholm of positive index.
(1.23.4) X is reflexive and there is λ P C such that |λ| ě 1 and T ´ λI is semi-Fredholm of negative index.
The reflexivity condition in the above theorem can not be removed entirely as illustrated by the
following examples.
Example 1.24. Let tznunPN be a sequence of finite order elements of T, r ą 1 and T P Lpc0pNqq be the
diagonal operator with the numbers rzn on the diagonal. Then T R NH pc0pNqq.
Proof. Let px, fq P Πpc0pNqq and A “ tn P N : |xn| “ 1u. Clearly A is non-empty and finite and
there is c P RA` such that f acts according to the formula fpyq “
ř
nPA
cnxnyn for each y P c0pNq. Hence
fpT kxq “ rk ř
nPA
cnz
k
n for each k P Z`. Since A is finite and each zn has finite order, OpT, x, fq is contained
in the union of finitely many lines in C through the origin. Hence OpT, x, fq is nowhere dense in C and
T R NH pc0pNqq.
Example 1.25. Let r ą 1 and T R NH pc0pNqq be given by pTxq1 “ 0 and pTxqn “ rxn´1 if n ą 1. Then
T ´ I is Fredholm of index ´1 and T R NH pc0pNqq.
Proof. Let px, fq P Πpc0pNqq and the finite set A Ă N and c P RA` be as in the proof of Example 1.24.
It is easy to see that fpT kxq “ 0 if k ě maxpAq. Thus OpT, x, fq is a finite set. Hence T R NH pc0pNqq.
On the other hand, T ´ I is injective and pT ´ Iqpc0pNqq is exactly the kernel of ϕ P c0pNq˚ given by
ϕpxq “
8ř
n“1
r´nxn. Thus T ´ I is Fredholm of index ´1.
Obviously, a self-adjoint operator T on a Hilbert space H can not be numerically hypercyclic. Indeed,
NOpT, xq Ă R for each x P SpHq. The following theorem nearly (but not quite) characterizes weakly
numerically hypercyclic normal operators. It also allows a funny characterisation of weakly numerically
hypercyclic self-adjoint operators.
Theorem 1.26. Let H be a Hilbert space, T P LpHq and k P N be such that T k is normal. Then the
following statements are true.
(1.26.1) T PWNH pHq if there is a sequence tλnunPN in σpT q such that 1 ă |λ1| ă |λ2| ă . . .
(1.26.2) T P NH pHq if there is a sequence tλnunPN in σpT q such that 1 ă |λ1| ă |λ2| ă . . . and the numbers
λj
|λj | are pairwise distinct.
(1.26.3) If T k is self-adjoint, then T P WNH pHq if and only if the set t´|z| : z P σpT q, |z| ą 1u is not
well-ordered by the natural ordering of R.
(1.26.4) T P NH pHq if there exist r ą 1 and a T k-invariant subspace K such that 1
r
T k
ˇˇ
K
P LpKq is a unitary
operator with infinite spectrum.
Corollary 1.27. A self-adjoint operator T is weakly numerically hypercyclic if and only if the set
t´|z| : z P σpT q, |z| ą 1u is not well-ordered by the natural ordering of R.
Corollary 1.28. Let r ą 1 and T be a unitary operator with infinite spectrum. Then rT is numerically
hypercyclic.
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Herrero [8, 9] described the norm closure of the set of hypercyclic operators on ℓ2pNq in terms of the
spectrum. Praˇjituraˇ [14] demonstrated that the set of weakly hypercyclic operators on ℓ2pNq has the
same closure. We provide a spectral description of the closures of SNH pXq, WNH pXq and NH pXq for
an arbitrary reflexive Banach space X.
Theorem 1.29. Let X be reflexive and T P LpXq. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(1.29.1) T does not belong to the operator norm closure of SNH pXq;
(1.29.2) T does not belong to the operator norm closure of NH pXq;
(1.29.3) T does not belong to the operator norm closure of WNH pXq;
(1.29.4) the set tλ P σpT q : |λ| ě 1u consists of finitely many normal eigenvalues of multiplicity 1 with
pairwise distinct absolute values.
1.4 The structure
In Section 2 we prove Theorems 1.7 and 1.8 by means of explicit examples. In the same section we
show that the existence of a numerical orbit NOpT, xq dense in a non-empty open subset of C does not
guarantee the numeric hypercyclicity of T P LpC2q. In Section 3 we prove Proposition 1.16 and build up a
toolbox used later on in order to prove the main results. Section 4 is devoted to the proof of Theorems 1.9
and 1.10, which provide sufficient conditions of weak and of strong numeric hypercyclicity in terms of a
restriction to a finite dimensional invariant subspace. In Section 5, we prove Propositions 1.11 and 1.12,
which deal with the similar issues in the Hilbert space setting. Theorem 1.20, providing genuinely
infinite dimensional sufficient conditions of weak numeric hypercyclicity, is proved in Section 6. We prove
Theorems 1.13, describing the numerically hypercyclic operators on C2, and Theorem 1.14, describing
the weakly numerically hypercyclic operators on C3, in Section 7. Theorem 1.23, which provides infinite
dimensional sufficient conditions for the strong numeric hypercyclicity, is proved in Section 8. In Section 9,
we prove Theorem 1.29, which describes the operator norm closure of the set of numerically hypercyclic
operators on a reflexive Banach space. Theorem 1.26, dealing with numeric hypercyclicity of normal
operators, is proved in Section10. In Section 11, we prove Propositions 1.18 and 1.19 on scalar multiples
of numerically hypercyclic operators on C2. In Section 12, we make some further remarks, construct few
examples and raise several questions on the numeric hypercyclicity.
2 Proof of Theorems 1.7 and 1.8
Our construction is similar to the proof of Theorem KPS1 in [10]. The main difference is that we need
and achieve better control of the numbers in the numerical orbit. Note also that there are natural
generalizations and some estimates below are far from optimal.
2.1 Funny numbers
As usual, for m,n P N, we write m |n if m is a divisor of n. Let p be an odd prime number and νk “ νkppq
for k P N be powers of p defined recurrently by the formula
ν1 “ p and νk`1 “ νkpk`νk for k P N. (2.1)
Let also w “ twkukPN be a fixed sequence of complex numbers satisfying
1
k
ď |wk| ď k for each k P N. (2.2)
We define a sequence tmk “ mkpp,wqukPN of positive integers according to the following rule:
m1 “ 1 and mk “ mintm P N : m ą |wk´1|p
k´1
pi
, 2 |m, p ffl mu for k ě 2. (2.3)
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Since the gaps between consecutive members of tm P N : 2|m, p ffl mu do not exceed 4, we have
0 ď mk ´ |wk´1|p
k´1
pi
ă 4 for every k ě 2. (2.4)
According to (2.2) and (2.4),
mk “ Opkpkq as k Ñ 8. (2.5)
By (2.1) and (2.5), the series
ř mk
νk
converges, which allows us to define
τ “ τpp,wq “
8ř
k“1
mk
νk
P R and z “ zpp,wq “ epiτi P T. (2.6)
Lemma 2.1. In the above notation the following asymptotic relations hold:
lim
kÑ8
`
pνk |1` zνk | ´ |wk|
˘ “ 0; (2.7)
lim inf
nÑ8
nRtνk :kPNu
|1` zn|1{n ě p´1{3. (2.8)
Proof. Note that for each k P N,
νkτ “ Nk `
8ř
s“k`1
msνk
νs
, where Nk “
kř
s“1
msνk
νs
is an odd integer. (2.9)
Since epiNki “ ´1, we have zνk “ ´ exp
´
πi
8ř
s“k`1
msνk
νs
¯
. Hence
1` zνk “ ´πimk`1νk
νk`1
`O
ˆ´
mk`1νk
νk`1
¯2 ` 8ř
s“k`2
msνk
νs
˙
as k Ñ8.
Multiplying by pνk and using (2.1), we get
pνk |1` zνk | “ pimk`1
pk
`O
ˆ
m2
k`1νk
νk`1p
k `
8ř
s“k`2
msνkp
νk
νs
˙
as k Ñ8.
By (2.1) and (2.5), the sequence in the O sign converges to 0 as k Ñ8. Hence pνk |1` zνk | ´ pimk`1
pk
Ñ 0
as k Ñ8. The inequality (2.4) yields pimk`1
pk
´ |wk| Ñ 0 as k Ñ8 and (2.7) follows.
We prove (2.8) in two steps. Denote Λ “
!
νkm : k P N, m P 2N ` 1, m ă
b
νk`1
νk
)
. First, we shall
verify that
lim
nÑ8
nRΛ
|1` zn|1{n “ 1. (2.10)
If n P N is large enough, there is a unique k “ kpnq ě 2 such that ?νk´1νk ă n ď ?νkνk`1. By (2.9),
nτ “ nNk
νk
`
8ř
s“k`1
msn
νs
.
Using the estimate n ď ?νkνk`1, (2.1) and (2.5), we obtain
8ř
s“k`1
msn
νs
“ O
´
1
ν2
k
¯
.
If n R Λ, n
νk
is not an odd integer. Since p ffl Nk, nNkνk can not be an odd integer. Hence the distance from
nNk
νk
to the nearest odd integer is at least 1
νk
. Then by the last two displays,
|1` zn| “ |1` epinτi| ě 1
2νk
if n R Λ is sufficiently large.
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Since
?
νk ă n, 2 ě |1` zn| ě 12n2 for all sufficiently large n R Λ, which immediately implies (2.10).
In order to complete the proof of (2.8) and that of the lemma, it now suffices to show that
lim inf
nÑ8
nPΛ
|1` zn|1{n ě p´1{3. (2.11)
By the already verified equality (2.7), lim
kÑ8
`
pνk |1 ` zνk | ´ |wk|
˘ “ 0. Combining it with (2.2), we
have p
´νk
k
“ Op|1 ` zνk |q and |1 ` zνk | “ Opkp´νkq as k Ñ 8. Hence, we can find a sequence rk of real
numbers such that
zνk “ ´eirk for every k P N, p´νk
k
“ Op|rk|q and rk “ Opkp´νkq as k Ñ 8.
The last relation yields rk
?
νk`1νk Ñ 0 as k Ñ 8. Thus |nrk| ă π for n “ νkm P Λ for all sufficiently
large k. Using the inequality |eit ´ 1| ě 2
pi
|t| if |t| ď π, we see that if |nrk| ă π and n “ νkm P Λ is
sufficiently large, then
|1` zn| “ |1´ eirkm| ě 2
pi
|rk|m ě cmp
´νk
k
ě cp´νk
n
for some constant c ą 0 independent on n (c does exist because p´νk
k
“ Op|rk|q). Hence
|1` zn|1{n ě pc{nq1{n`p´νk˘1{νkm “ pc{nq1{np´1{m ě pc{nq1{np´1{3 Ñ p´1{3
since m ě 3. Thus the lower limit of |1 ` zn|1{n is at least p´1{3 as n Ñ 8, n P Λ. This completes the
proof of (2.8) and that of the lemma.
Keeping the above notation, for each k P N, we choose qk P t0, 1, . . . , pk ´ 1u such thatˇˇˇ
wk|1`zνk |
|wk|p1`zνk q ´ exp
´
2piqki
pk
¯ˇˇˇ
“ min
"ˇˇˇ
wk|1`zνk |
|wk|p1`zνk q ´ exp
´
2piqi
pk
¯ˇˇˇ
: q P t0, 1, . . . , pk ´ 1u
*
. (2.12)
The inequality 0 ď qk ă pk and (2.1) ensure that the series
ř qk
pkνk
converges. Thus we can define
θ “ θpp,wq “
8ř
k“1
qk
pkνk
P R, and u “ upp,wq “ e2piθi P T. (2.13)
Lemma 2.2. In the above notation,
lim
kÑ8
`
uνkpνkp1` zνkq ´ wk
˘ “ 0. (2.14)
Proof. By (2.12),
ˇˇˇ
wk|1`zνk |
|wk|p1`zνk q ´ exp
´
2piqki
pk
¯ˇˇˇ
ď pi
pk
. By Lemma 2.1,
`
pνk |1 ` zνk | ´ |wk|
˘ Ñ 0. These two
relations and the estimate |wk| ď k imply that
exp
´
2piqki
pk
¯
pνkp1` zνkq ´wk Ñ 0 as k Ñ8. (2.15)
By (2.13),
uνk exp
´
´2piqki
pk
¯
“ exp
´ 8ř
s“k`1
2piνkqki
νsps
¯
“ 1`O
´ 8ř
s“k`1
νkqk
νsps
¯
.
Since
8ř
s“k`1
νkqk
νsps
“ Opνk{νk`1q “ Opp´k´νkq and pνk |1 ` zνk | “ Op|wk|q “ Opkq, we have
puνk ´ expp2πqki{pkqqpνkp1` zqνk Ñ 0, which together with (2.15) implies (2.14).
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2.2 T P LpC2q with a prescribed numerical orbit
The following result shows that the somewhere dense orbit theorem fails miserably for numerical orbits.
Proposition 2.3. Let a non-empty open subset U of C be the interior of a closed set. Then there exist
a diagonal T P LpC2q and x0 P SpC2q such that U is the interior of NOpT, x0q and for every x P SpC2q
either NOpT, xq “ NOpT, x0q or NOpT, xq is nowhere dense in C.
Proof. Let p be an odd prime number. Choose a sequence w “ twkukPN in C such that 1k ď |wk| ď k
for every k P N and twk : k ě k0u is a dense subset of 2U for some k0 P N. By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2,
(2.14) and (2.8) hold for νk “ νkppq, z “ zpp,wq and u “ upp,wq defined in (2.1), (2.6) and (2.13)
respectively. Now let T P LpC2q be the diagonal operator with the numbers pu and puz on the diagonal.
If x “ pa, bq P SpC2q, then
xT nx, xy “ pnunp|a|2 ` |b|2znq for every n P Z`.
If |a| ‰ |b|, the above display yields |xT nx, xy| ě pn||a|2 ´ |b|2| Ñ 8 and NOpT, xq is nowhere dense in
C. If |a| “ |b|, then |a| “ |b| “ 1?
2
and the above display reads
2xT nx, xy “ pnunp1` znq for every n P Z`.
By (2.14), xT νkx, xy ´ wk
2
Ñ 0 as k Ñ 8. Since twk{2 : k ě k0u is a dense subset of U and U is the
interior of a closed set, U is the interior of the closure of txT νkx, xy : k P Nu. By the above display
and (2.8), |xT nx, xy| Ñ 8 as n Ñ 8, n R tνk : k P Nu. Hence U is the interior of the closure of
txT nx, xy : n P Nu “ NOpT, xq. It remains to note that if |a| “ |b|, then NOpT, xq does not depend on
x.
2.3 Proof of Theorem 1.7
Let p be an odd prime number. Choose a sequence w “ twkukPN in C such that 1k ď |wk| ď k for every
k P N and twk : k P Nu is dense in C. By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, (2.14) and (2.8) hold for νk “ νkppq,
z “ zpp,wq and u “ upp,wq defined in (2.1), (2.6) and (2.13) respectively. Now let T P LpC2q be the
diagonal operator with the numbers pu and puz on the main diagonal.
First, if x0 “
`
1?
2
, 1?
2
˘ P SpC2q, then 2xT nx0, x0y “ pnunp1 ` znq for every n P Z`. By (2.14),
xT νkx0, x0y ´ wk2 Ñ 0 as k Ñ 8. Since twk : k P Nu is dense in C, txT νkx0, x0y : k P Nu is dense in C.
Hence NOpT, xq is dense in C and T P NH pC2q.
Let x “ pa, bq P SpC2q. If |a| ‰ |b|, as in the proof of Proposition 2.3, we have |xT nx, xy| ě
pn||a|2´|b|2| Ñ 8 and NOpT, xq is nowhere dense in C. Hence NOpT 2, xq, being a subset of NOpT, xq,
is nowhere dense in C. If |a| “ |b|, then 2xpT 2qnx, xy “ p2nu2np1` z2nq for n P Z`. Since each νk is odd,
(2.8) guarantees that lim inf
nÑ8 |xpT
2qnx, xy|1{2n “ p lim inf
nÑ8 |1`z
2n|1{2n ě p2{3 ą 1. Hence |xpT 2qnx, xy| Ñ 8
and NOpT 2, xq is nowhere dense in C. Thus T 2 R NH pC2q. The proof of Theorem 1.7 is complete.
2.4 Proof of Theorem 1.8
Let p and q be two odd prime numbers such that p ą q3{2, νk “ νkppq and ν 1k “ νkpqq be as defined
in (2.1). Let also w “ twkukPN and w1 “ tw1kukPN be two sequences of complex numbers such that
1
k
ď |wk|, |w1k| ď k for every k P N, twk : k P Nu is a dense subset of the half-plane tt P C : Re t ą 0u and
tw1k : k P Nu is a dense subset of the half-plane tt P C : Re t ă 0u. Let also z “ zpp,wq, z1 “ zpq,w1q,
u “ upp,wq and u1 “ upq,w1q be as defined in (2.6) and (2.13) and let T be the diagonal operator on C4
with the numbers pu, puz, qu1 and qu1z1 on the diagonal.
First, observe that if x, y P SpC4q are given by x “ ` 1?
2
, 1?
2
, 0, 0
˘
and y “ `0, 0, 1?
2
, 1?
2
˘
, then
2xT nx, xy “ pnunp1` znq and 2xT ny, yy “ qnpu1qnp1` pz1qnq for every n P Z`.
By Lemma 2.2, xT νkx, xy ´ wk
2
Ñ 0 and xT ν1ky, yy ´ w1k
2
Ñ 0. Since twk
2
: k P Nu Y tw1k
2
: k P Nu is dense
in C, NOpT, xq Y NOpT, yq is dense in C. Hence the union of 2 numerical orbits of T corresponding
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to elements of ΠpC4q is dense in C. The proof will be complete if we prove that T is not numerically
hypercyclic. In order to do that, let x “ pa, b, c, dq be an arbitrary element of SpC4q. It remains to show
that NOpT, xq is not dense in C. A direct computation yields
xT nx, xy “ pnunp|a|2 ` |b|2znq ` qnpu1qnp|c|2 ` |d|2pz1qnq for every n P Z`. (2.16)
Case 1: |a| ‰ |b|. By (2.16), |xT nx, xy| ě ||a|2 ´ |b|2|pnp1 ` Opqn{pnqq Ñ 8 as n Ñ 8 since q ă p.
Hence NOpT, xq is non-dense in C.
Case 2: |a| “ |b| ‰ 0 and |c| ` |d| ‰ 0. Since p ą q3{2, we can pick r P pq, p2{3q. By (2.8), there is
c ą 0 such that pn|1` zn| ě crn for every n P Nztνk : k P Nu. According to (2.16), we have
|xT nx, xy| ě |a|2crn ´ 2qn Ñ8 as nÑ8, n R tνk : k P Nu.
By (2.7), pνk |1 ` zνk | ´ |wk| Ñ 0. Since |wk| ď k, pνk |1 ` zνk | “ Opkq as k Ñ 8. Pick s P p1, q2{3q.
If |c| “ |d| ‰ 0, the obvious observation that ν 1k ‰ νm for every k,m P N and (2.8) imply that there is
c1 ą 0 such that |qνkpu1qνkp|c|2 ` |d|2pz1qνkq| “ qνk |c|2|1 ` |pz1qνkq| ě c1sνk for every k P N. If |c| ‰ |d|,
then qnpu1qnp|c|2 ` |d|2pz1qnq ě ||c|2´ |d|2|qn and therefore |qνkpu1qνkp|c|2` |d|2pz1qνkq| ě ||c|2´ |d|2|qνk ě
||c|2 ´ |d|2|sνk . Thus in any case there is c2 ą 0 such that |qνkpu1qνkp|c|2 ` |d|2pz1qνkq| ě c2sνk for every
k P N. Combining these estimates with (2.16), we get |xT νkx, xy| ě c2sνk `Opkq Ñ 8 as k Ñ 8. Then
by the above display |xT nx, xy| Ñ 8 as nÑ8 and NOpT, xq is non-dense in C.
Case 3: a “ b “ 0 and |c| ‰ |d|. By (2.16), |xT nx, xy| ě ||c|2 ´ |d|2|qn Ñ 8 as n Ñ 8. Hence
NOpT, xq is non-dense in C.
Case 4: a “ b “ 0 and |c| “ |d|. By (2.16), 2xT nx, xy “ qnpu1qnp1` pz1qnq for n P N. Then by (2.8),
the lower limit of |xT nx, xy|1{n as nÑ 8, n R tν 1k : k P Nu is at least q2{3 ą 1. Hence |xT nx, xy| Ñ 8 as
nÑ8, n R tν 1k : k P Nu. On the other hand, according to Lemma 2.2, lim
kÑ8
´
xT ν1kx, xy ´ w1k
2
¯
“ 0 . Since
each w1k is in the left half-plane, NOpT, xq has no accumulation points in the open right half-plane. Thus
NOpT, xq is non-dense in C.
Case 5: |a| “ |b| and c “ d “ 0. By (2.16), 2xT nx, xy “ pnunp1 ` znq for every n P N. Then
according to (2.8), the lower limit of |xT nx, xy|1{n as nÑ 8, n R tνk : k P Nu is at least p2{3 ą 1. Hence
|xT nx, xy| Ñ 8 as nÑ8, n R tνk : k P Nu. On the other hand, by Lemma 2.2, lim
kÑ8
´
xT νkx, xy´ wk
2
¯
“ 0.
Since each wk is in the right half-plane, NOpT, xq has no accumulation points in the open left half-plane.
Hence NOpT, xq is non-dense in C. The proof of Theorem 1.8 is complete.
3 Dense sums of powers
We need a number of technical results. First, we state the Universality Theorem, which will be repeatedly
used in this and in the subsequent sections. A topological space X is called Baire if the intersection of
countably many dense open subsets of X is always dense in X. Recall that a Polish space is a separable
topological space X, whose topology can be defined by a metric d such that the metric space pX, dq is
complete. By the Baire Theorem, every Polish space is Baire. The following result is a particular case of
the Universality Theorem [6, p. 348–349], see also [2, 7].
Theorem U. Let X be a Baire topological space, Y be a Polish space and F “ tfa : a P Au be a collection
of continuous maps fa : X Ñ Y such that the set tpx, fapxqq : x P X, a P Au is dense in X ˆ Y . Then 
x P X : tfapxq : a P Au is dense in Y
(
is a dense Gδ-subset of X. In particular, there is x P X such
that tfapxq : a P Au is dense in Y .
3.1 Finite sums
Lemma 3.1. Let z, w P T be independent and tRnunPN be a sequence of positive numbers such that
Rn Ñ8. Then pa, bq P T2 : tRnpazn ` bwnq : n P Z`u is dense in C( is a dense Gδ-subset of T2.
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Proof. Obviously, fnpa, bq “ Rnpazn` bwnq is a continuous map from T2 to C. By Theorem U, the proof
will be complete if we verify that
Λ “ tpa, b,Rnpazn ` bwnqq : pa, bq P T2, n P Z`u is a dense subset of Tˆ Tˆ C.
Pick α, β P T and v P Czt0u and let s “ v|v| and tn “ |v|2Rn . Clearly, tn Ñ 0 and v “ 2Rnstn for each n P N.
Since z and w are independent, tpzn, wnq : n P Z`u is dense in T2 and there is a strictly increasing sequence
tnkukPN of positive integers such that tnk ă 1 for each k, znk Ñ isα´1 and wnk Ñ ´isβ´1 as k Ñ8. Set
yk “ tnk ` i
b
1´ t2nk P T, ak “ sz´nkyk and bk “ sw´nky´1k . Then Rnkpakznk ` bkwnkq “ 2stnkRnk “ v
and therefore pak, bk, vq P Λ for each k P N. Since yk Ñ i, znk Ñ isα´1 and wnk Ñ ´isβ´1, we have
ak Ñ α and bk Ñ β. Hence the sequence tpak, bk, vqu of elements of Λ converges to pα, β, vq. Since
α, β P T and v P Czt0u are arbitrary, Λ is dense in Tˆ Tˆ C.
Lemma 3.2. Let z, w P T be independent, k P N, m P Z, and tRnunPN, trnunPN be two sequences of
positive numbers such that Rn Ñ8, rn Ñ8 and Rnrn Ñ8. Then pa, bq P T2 : tRnzmnpazkn ` a´1z´knq ` brnwn : n P Z`u is dense in C( is a dense Gδ-subset of T2.
Proof. Clearly, fnpa, bq “ Rnzmnpazkn ` a´1z´knq ` brnwn is a continuous map from T2 to C. By
Theorem U, the proof will be complete if we verify that
Λ “ tpa, b,Rnzmnpazkn ` a´1z´knq ` brnwnq : pa, bq P T2, n P Z`u is a dense subset of Tˆ Tˆ C.
Pick α, β P T and v P C. Since rn Ñ 8, for each sufficiently large n, the circle z´mnv ` rnT intersects
the real line at 2 points with exactly one sn being in p0,8q. Let un P T be the unique number such
that z´mnv ` rnun “ sn. Obviously, un Ñ 1 and snrn Ñ 1. Denote bn “ ´zmnw´nun. Since snrn Ñ 1
and rn
Rn
Ñ 0, we have sn
Rn
Ñ 0. Thus sn
Rn
ď 2 for all sufficiently large n. For such n, we can consider
qn “ sn2Rn `
b
1´ s2n
4R2n
i P T. Clearly, qn Ñ i as nÑ8. Let an “ qnz´kn. It is easy to verify that
Rnpanzkn ` a´1n z´knq ` rnbnwn “ v for each sufficiently large n.
Since z and w are independent, tpzkn, wnz´mnq : n P Z`u is dense in T2. Thus there is a strictly increasing
sequence tnjujPN of positive integers such that zknj Ñ iα´1 and wnjz´mnj Ñ ´β´1 as j Ñ 8. Since
un Ñ 1 and qn Ñ i, we have bnj “ ´w´njz´mnjunj Ñ β and anj “ qnjz´knj Ñ α. By the above display,
panj , bnj , vq P Λ and therefore pα, β, vq is the limit of a sequence of elements of Λ. Since α, β P T and
v P C are arbitrary, Λ is dense in Tˆ TˆC.
Lemma 3.3. Let u,w, z P T be independent and tRnunPN be a sequence of positive numbers such that
Rn Ñ8. Then there exist a, b, c P R` such that tRnpaun ` bwn ` cznq : n P Z`u is dense in C.
Proof. Let A “ tpa, bq P R2 : a ą 0, b ą 0, a` b ă 1u. Obviously, A is a non-empty open subset of R2.
Clearly, fn : A Ñ C, fnpa, bq “ Rnpaun ` bwn ` cznq is continuous. By Theorem U, the proof will be
complete if we show that
Λ “ tpa, b,Rnpaun ` bwn ` p1´ a´ bqznqq : n P Z`, pa, bq P Au is dense in Aˆ C.
Clearly, M “ tpα, β, γq P T3 : α ‰ β, α ‰ γ, β ‰ γu is a dense open subset of T3. Consider
F : R2 ˆ T3 Ñ C, F px, ξq “ x1ξ1 ` x2ξ2 ` p1´ x1 ´ x2qξ3.
Differentiating F , we easily confirm that
for every px, ξq P AˆM , the differentials of both F px, ¨q at ξ and F p¨, ξq at x have rank 2. (3.1)
Furthermore, for every x P A, F px,Mq is an open subset of C containing 0.
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Let x “ pa, bq P A and y P C. Pick ξ “ pα, β, γq P M such that F px, ξq “ 0. According to (3.1), a
standard implicit function argument yields that
for every sequence tξj “ pαj , βj , γjqujPN in T3 convergent to ξ and for every
sequence tzjujPN in C convergent to 0, there is a sequence txj “ paj , bjqujPN in R2
convergent to x such that F pxj , ξjq “ zj for each sufficiently large j P N.
(3.2)
Since u,w, z are independent, tpun, wn, znq : n P Z`u is dense in T3. Thus there is a strictly increasing
sequence tnjujPN of positive integers such that unj Ñ α, wnj Ñ β and znj Ñ γ. By (3.2), we can pick a
sequence txj “ paj , bjqujPN in R2 convergent to x such that F pxj , ξjq “ yRnj for each sufficiently large j,
where ξj “ punj , wnj , znj q. Since A is open, xj P A for each sufficiently large j. By the definition of F ,
Rnjpajunj ` bjwnj ` p1´ aj ´ bjqznj q “ y and therefore paj , bj , yq P Λ for each sufficiently large j. Since
paj , bj , yq Ñ pa, b, yq and x “ pa, bq P A, y P C are arbitrary, Λ is dense in Aˆ C.
Lemma 3.4. Let z, w P T be independent, tRnunPN and trnunPN be sequences of positive numbers such
that Rn Ñ8 and Rnrn Ñ8, U be a non-empty open subset of C and ϕ : U Ñ C be continuous. Then 
a P U : tpRna` rnϕpaqqzn ` pRna` rnϕpaqqwn : n P Nu is dense in C
(
is a dense Gδ-subset of U .
Proof. Clearly, it is enough to prove the statement with U replaced by an arbitrary non-empty open set
whose closure is contained in U . Thus, without loss of generality, we can assume that ϕ is bounded:
c “ supt|ϕpuq| : u P Uu ă 8. Since z, w are independent, we can pick independent s, u P T such that
z “ us and w “ us´1. Then
pRna` rnϕpaqqzn ` pRna` rnϕpaqqwn “ unRn
`pa` ρnϕpaqqsn ` pa` ρnϕpaqqs´n˘
for each n P N, where ρn “ rnRn . By Theorem U, it suffices to verify that
Λ “  `a, unRn`pa` ρnϕpaqqsn ` pa` ρnϕpaqqs´n˘˘ : a P U, n P N( is dense in U ˆC.
Fix a P Uzt0u and y P Czt0u. Since s, u are independent, tpsn, unq : n P Nu is dense in T2. Hence,
we can find a strictly increasing sequence tnkukPN of positive integers such that snk Ñ i|a|a and unk Ñ y|y|
as k Ñ 8. Since i|a|s´nk Ñ a P U and U is open, there is ε ą 0 such that for each sufficiently large k,
is´nk |a|eix P U for every x P r´ε, εs. Thus for each sufficiently large k, we can define the map
ξk : r´ε, εs Ñ R, ξkpxq “ ´ |y|Rnk ` 2Re
`
i|a|eix ` ρnkϕpis´nk |a|eixqsnk
˘
.
For every δ P p0, εq, we have
min
xPr´ε,´δs
ξkpxq ě 2|a| sin δ ´ |y|Rnk ´ cρnk Ñ 2|a| sin δ ą 0 as k Ñ8,
max
xPrδ,εs
ξkpxq ď ´2|a| sin δ ´ |y|Rnk ` cρnk Ñ ´2|a| sin δ ă 0 as k Ñ8..
(3.3)
By (3.3), ξk takes both positive and negative values for each sufficiently large k. Since each ξk is con-
tinuous, the Intermediate Value Theorem guarantees the existence of xk P r´ε, εs such that ξkpxkq “ 0.
Furthermore, the estimates (3.3) imply that xk Ñ 0 as k Ñ 8. Now we set ak “ i|a|eixks´nk P U and
yk “ unkRnk
`pak ` ρnkϕpakqqsnk ` pak ` ρnkϕpakqqs´nk˘ P C. Obviously pak, ykq P Λ. Since snk Ñ i|a|a
and xk Ñ 0, we have ak Ñ a. Next, by definition of ak,
yk “ 2Rnkunk Re paksnk ` ρnkϕpakqsnkq “ 2Rnkunk Re pi|a|eixk ` ρnkϕpi|a|eixks´nkqsnkq.
Using the above display together with the equality ξkpxkq “ 0 and the definition of ξk, we arrive to
yk “ unk |y|. Since unk Ñ y|y| , we have yk Ñ y. Thus tpak, ykqu is a sequence in Λ convergent to pa, yq.
Since a P Uzt0u and y P Czt0u are arbitrary, Λ is dense in U ˆ C.
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Lemma 3.5. Let 1 ă r ă R and k,m be distinct integers. Then pz, wq P T2 : tRnpzkn ` zmnq ` rnwn : n P Z`u is dense in C( is a dense Gδ subset of T2.
Proof. By Theorem U, it suffices to verify that
Λ “ tpz, w,Rnpzkn ` zmnq ` rnwnq : z, w P T, n P Z`u is dense in Tˆ Tˆ C.
Let a, b P T and y P C. Since k ‰ m, for every n P N, there are sn, tn P T such that skn ` smn “ 0
and |tkn ` tmn | “ 2. Consider the function Gn : T Ñ C, Gnpzq “ Rnr´npzk ` zmq ´ r´ny. Then
|Gnpsnq| “ r´n|y| ă 1 for each sufficiently large n and |Gnptnq| ě 2Rnrn ´ |y|rn ą 1 for each sufficiently large
n. Thus for n large enough the function |Gn| must attain the value 1. That is, there is cn P T such that
Gnpcnq “ dn P T. Hence Rnpckn ` cmn q ` rndn “ y for each sufficiently large n. Now pick zn P T and
wn P T such that znn “ cn, wnn “ dn, |zn ´ a| ă pin and |wn ´ b| ă pin . Since Rnpznkn ` znmn q ` rnwnn “ y, we
have pzn, wn, yq P Λ. Since zn Ñ a, wn Ñ b and a, b P T, y P C are arbitrary, Λ is dense in TˆTˆC.
3.2 Proof of Proposition 1.16
Let UR “
 pz, wq P T2 : tRnpzn ` wnq : n P Z`u is dense in C(. We have to show that UR is a dense
Gδ-subset of T
2 of Lebesgue measure 0. By Theorem U, in order to show that UR is a dense Gδ-subset
of T2, it suffices to verify that
Λ “ tpz, w,Rnpzn ` wnqq : z, w P T, n P Z`u is dense in Tˆ Tˆ C.
Let y P C and z, w P T. Since T ` T Ą 2D, for every n satisfying 2Rn ą |y|, we can find an, bn P T such
that Rnpan ` bnq “ y. For each such n we can pick zn, wn P T for which znn “ an, wnn “ bn, |zn ´ z| ă pin
and |wn ´ w| ă pin . Since y “ Rnpan ` bnq “ Rnpznn ` wnnq, we have pzn, wn, yq P Λ for every sufficiently
large n. Since pzn, wn, yq Ñ pz, w, yq and y P C, z, w P T are arbitrary, Λ is dense in T ˆ T ˆ C. By
Theorem U, UR is a dense Gδ-subset of T
2.
Now let µ be the normalized Lebesgue measure on T2. A straightforward computation yields
µtpz, wq P T2 : |zn ` wn| ď cu “ 2
pi
arcsin
`
c
2
˘
for every c P r0, 2s and n P N. (3.4)
Pick r P p1, Rq. By (3.4),
8ř
n“1
µ
 pz, wq P T2 : |zn ` wn| ď rn
Rn
( ă 8. Hence for almost all pz, wq P
T2, |zn ` wn| ą rn
Rn
for all sufficiently large n and therefore Rn|zn ` wn| Ñ 8. Since the condition
Rn|zn ` wn| Ñ 8 is incompatible with the membership in UR, µpURq “ 0, as required.
3.3 Infinite sums and integrals
Recall that A Ď Z is called syndetic if there is a finite subset B of Z such that A`B “ Z. Equivalently,
A is syndetic if A “ tnk : k P Zu, where nk`1 ą nk for each k P Z and tnk`1 ´ nk : k P Zu is bounded.
Lemma 3.6. Let G be a compact topological group, U be an open subset of G and g P G. Then the set
A “ tn P Z : gn P Uu is either empty or syndetic. In particular, if U contains the identity element, then
A is always syndetic.
Proof. Since G is a compact topological group, the subgroup H “ tgm : m P Zu is pre-compact with
respect to the induced topology. If V “ U XH is empty, then A “ ∅. Otherwise, V is a non-empty open
subset of H. Hence we can pick m P Z such that gmV is a neighborhood of the identity in H. Since
H is pre-compact, there is a finite set C “ tgn1 , . . . , gnku Ď H such that CgmV “ H. It follows that
B `A “ Z, where B “ tn1 `m, . . . , nk `mu. Hence A is syndetic.
Lemma 3.7. Let M be a subset of T such that 1 is an accumulation point of M , A be a syndetic subset
of Z and k P N. Then tpzn1 , . . . , znk q : n P AX N, z1, . . . , zk PMu is dense in Tk.
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Proof. Let u “ pu1, . . . , ukq be an arbitrary point in Tk. Then we can pick θj P R such that uj “ eθji for
1 ď j ď k. Fix temporarily δ P p0, 1{2q. Since A is syndetic, there is q P N such that A` t1, . . . , qu “ Z.
Since 1 is an accumulation point of M , we can pick b1pδq, . . . , bkpδq P R such that 0 ă |bkpδq| ă δ,
0 ă |bj´1pδq| ă δ|bjpδq| for 2 ď j ď k and ebjpδqi PM for 1 ď j ď k.
First, we choose the smallest positive integer m1 such that dist pm1b1pδq ´ θ1, 2πZq ă |b1pδq|. Then
we pick the smallest integer m2 greater than m1 such that dist pm2b2pδq´θ2, 2πZq ă |b2pδq|. We proceed
the same way. Namely, having chosen m1, . . . ,mj´1, we set mj to be the smallest integer greater than
mj´1 such that dist pmjbjpδq ´ θj, 2πZq ă |bjpδq|. By definition of q, we can pick n P A such that
mk ď n ď mk ` q ´ 1. Clearly, mj ´mj´1 ď 2pi|bjpδq| for 2 ď j ď k. Hence
0 ď n´mj ď q ´ 1`
kř
m“j`1
2pi
|bkpδq| ď q ´ 1`
2pi
|bjpδq|
k´j´2ř
m“1
δm ď q ´ 1` 2piδ|bjpδq|p1´δq for 1 ď j ď k,
where the third inequality is derived from |bm´1pδq| ă δ|bmpδq|. Hence
|nbjpδq ´mjbjpδq| ď pq ´ 1q|bjpδq| ` 2piδ1´δ ď δpq ´ 1` 4πq for 1 ď j ď k
since |bjpδq| ă δ. Since dist pmjbjpδq´θj , 2πZq ă |bjpδq|, we have |uj´emjbjpδqi| ă |bjpδq| ă δ. According
to the above display, |enbjpδqi ´ emjbjpδqi| ă δpq ´ 1` 4πq. Hence |uj ´ znj | ă δpq ` 4πq, where zj “ ebjpδqi.
Since zj PM , n P AXN and δ P p0, 1{2q is arbitrary, the desired result follows.
Corollary 3.8. Let M be an infinite subset of T, A be a syndetic subset of Z, k, n0 P N and u “
pu1, . . . , ukq P Tk. Then for every ε ą 0, there exist n,m P A and z, z1, . . . , zk PM such that m ą n ą n0,
|z´nznj ´ uj| ă ε and |z´mzmj ´ u2j | ă ε for 1 ď j ď k.
Proof. Since A is syndetic, there is q P N such that A ` t1, . . . , qu “ Z. Since T is compact and M is
infinite, there is an accumulation point v P T of M . Then for each δ P p0, 1q, 1 is an accumulation point
of Mδ “ tv´1z : z P M, |z ´ v| ă δu. By Lemma 3.7, there are n P A and w1, . . . , wk P Mδ such that
n ą n0 and |wnj ´ uj | ă δ for 1 ď j ď k. Since wj P Mδ, wj “ zjv with zj P M and |zj ´ v| ă δ. Since v
is an accumulation point of M , we can find z P M such that |z ´ v| ă δ
2n
. Since |wnj ´ uj| ă δ, wj “ zjv
and |z ´ v| ă δ
2n
, we have |z´nznj ´ uj| ă 2δ for 1 ď j ď k. It follows that |z´2nz2nj ´ u2j | ă 4δ for
1 ď j ď k. Now pick m P A X t2n, 2n ` 1, . . . , 2n ` q ´ 1u. Since |z ´ zj| ď |z ´ v| ` |v ´ zj | ă 2δ, we
have |z´2nz2nj ´ z´mzmj | “ |zm´2nj ´ zm´2n| ď pm´ 2nq|zj ´ z| ă 2qδ. Hence
|z´mzmj ´ u2j | ă |z´2nz2nj ´ u2j | ` |z´2nz2nj ´ z´mzmj | ă 4δ ` 2qδ “ p2q ` 4qδ.
Thus for δ satisfying p2q`4qδ ă ε, |z´nznj ´uj| ă ε and |z´mzmj ´u2j | ă ε for 1 ď j ď k, as required.
The following lemma looks painfully technical. We need it nonetheless. For each ε ą 0, let
Pε “ tu P T10 : |u´15 uj ´ e2piji{5| ă ε and |u´110 u5`j ´ e4piji{5| ă ε for 1 ď j ď 4u. (3.5)
Lemma 3.9. There exist ε, d ą 0 such that for every u P Pε and every z, w P dD, there are positive
numbers a1, . . . , a5 satisfying a1 ` . . . ` a5 “ 1, a1u1 ` . . .` a5u5 “ z and a1u6 ` . . .` a5u10 “ w.
Proof. For every u P C10, consider the R-linear map Su : R4 Ñ C2 given by the formula
Sua “
´ 4ř
j“1
puj ´ u5qaj ,
4ř
j“1
pu5`j ´ u10qaj
¯
.
Let ξ “ e2pii{5 and for α, β P T, let upα, βq “ pαξ, αξ2, αξ3, αξ4, α, βξ2, βξ4, βξ, βξ3, βq P T10. Then
Supα,βq “ STα,β, where Tα,β : C2 Ñ C2, Tαpz, wq “ pαz, βwq and
S : R4 Ñ C2, Sa “
ˆ pξ ´ 1qa1 ` pξ2 ´ 1qa2 ` pξ3 ´ 1qa3 ` pξ4 ´ 1qa4
pξ2 ´ 1qa1 ` pξ4 ´ 1qa2 ` pξ ´ 1qa3 ` pξ3 ´ 1qa4
˙
.
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First, observe that Tα is an isometry. Identifying C
2 with R4 in a natural way, we see that S is the linear
operator on R4 with the matrix
S “
¨
˚˝˚ cosp2π{5q ´ 1 cosp4π{5q ´ 1 cosp6π{5q ´ 1 cosp8π{5q ´ 1sinp2π{5q sinp4π{5q sinp6π{5q sinp8π{5q
cosp4π{5q ´ 1 cosp8π{5q ´ 1 cosp2π{5q ´ 1 cosp6π{5q ´ 1
sinp4π{5q sinp8π{5q sinp2π{5q sinp6π{5q
˛
‹‹‚.
One can verify (with some effort by hand and on the spot using an appropriate software) that the
matrix in the above display is invertible. Thus Supα,βq is invertible for each α, β P T. Since the set of
invertible R-linear operators from R4 to C2 is open, there is ε0 ą 0 such that Su is invertible for every
u P Pε0 . Thus for each u P Pε0 and every pz, wq P C2, there exists a unique apu, z, wq P R4 such that
Suapu, z, wq “ pz ´ u5, w ´ u10q. Obviously, the map pu, z, wq ÞÑ apu, z, wq is continuous on Pε0 ˆ C2. It
is also straightforward to verify that Supα,βq
`
1
5
, 1
5
, 1
5
, 1
5
˘ “ p´α,´βq. Hence apupα, βq, 0, 0q “ `1
5
, 1
5
, 1
5
, 1
5
˘
.
By continuity, there exist ε P p0, ε0q and d ą 0 such that whenever u P Pε and z, w P dD, the components
of apu, z, wq are positive and sum up to a number less than 1. Now for z, w P dD and u P Pε, we set
aj “ ajpu, z, wq for 1 ď j ď 4 and a5 “ 1 ´
4ř
j“1
ajpu, z, wq. It is straightforward to see that the equality
Suapu, z, wq “ pz ´ u5, w´ u10q is equivalent to a1u1 ` . . .` a5u5 “ z and a1u6 ` . . .` a5u10 “ w, which
completes the proof.
Lemma 3.10. LetM be an infinite countable subset of T, ω : R` Ñ R` be a strictly increasing continuous
concave function vanishing at 0 and tRnunPN be a sequence of positive numbers such that Rn Ñ8. Then
there exists a P ℓ1`pMq such thatÿ
zPM
ωpazq ă 8 and
!
Rk
ÿ
zPM
azz
k : k P Z`
)
is dense in C.
Proof. First, note that QpMq “
!
a P ℓ1`pMq :
ř
zPM
ωpazq ă 8
)
equipped with the metric ρpa, bq “ř
zPM
ωp|az ´ bz|q is a separable complete metric space. Let
Ω “
"
a P QpMq : lim inf
kÑ8
ˇˇˇ ÿ
zPM
azz
k
ˇˇˇ
“ 0
*
.
Then Ω is a non-empty (0 P Ω) Gδ-subset of the Polish space QpMq (it is by no means dense!). Indeed,
Ω “
č
m,nPN
8ď
k“m
"
a P QpMq :
ˇˇˇ ÿ
zPM
azz
k
ˇˇˇ
ă 1
n
*
.
Let also
Ω0 “
!
a P QpMq :
ÿ
zPM
azz
k “ 0 for some k P N
)
.
First, we observe that Ω0 is a subset of Ω. Indeed, let a P Ω0. Then there is k P N such that
ř
zPM
azz
k “ 0.
Consider the compact metrizable topological group G “ TM and g P G defined by gpzq “ z for z P M .
By Lemma 3.6, for every neighborhood U of 1G in G there are infinitely many n P N such that gn P U .
Hence there is a strictly increasing sequence tnjujPN of positive integers such that gnj Ñ 1G. Then
lim
jÑ8
ÿ
zPM
azz
k`nj “
ÿ
zPM
azz
k “ 0 and therefore a P Ω.
Let d, ε ą 0 be the numbers provided by Lemma 3.9. First, we shall verify the following claim:
For each a P Ω, q P N, δ ą 0 and y P δdD, there exist n P N and b P QpMq
such that n ą q, ρpb, 0q ă 5ωpδq, a` b P Ω0 and
ř
zPM
paz ` bzqzn “ y. (3.6)
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Let a P Ω, q P N, δ ą 0 and y P δdD. Clearly, θ “ δd´ |y| ą 0. Denote A “
"
n P Z :
ˇˇˇ ř
zPM
azz
n
ˇˇˇ
ă θ
*
.
Since a P Ω, the set A is infinite and therefore non-empty. Clearly, A “ tn P Z : gn P Uu, where
U “
!
f P G :
ˇˇˇ ř
zPM
azfpzq
ˇˇˇ
ă θ
)
. Since U is an open subset of the compact topological group G,
Lemma 3.6 implies that A is syndetic. Let ξ “ e2pii{5. By Corollary 3.8, there exist m,n P A and
z, z1, . . . , z5 P M such that m ą n ą q and |znj ´ znξj| ă ε{2, |zmj ´ zmξ2j | ă ε{2 for 1 ď j ď 5. Then
pzn1 , . . . , zn5 , zm1 , . . . , zm5 q belongs to the set Pε defined in (3.5). Since n,m P A, we haveˇˇˇ
y
δ
´ 1
δ
ř
zPM
azz
n
ˇˇˇ
ď |y|
δ
` 1
δ
ˇˇˇ ř
zPM
azz
n
ˇˇˇ
ă |y|
δ
` 1
δ
pδd ´ |y|q “ d,ˇˇˇ
´1
δ
ř
zPM
azz
m
ˇˇˇ
“ 1
δ
ˇˇˇ ř
zPM
azz
m
ˇˇˇ
ă 1
δ
pδd´ |y|q ă d.
By Lemma 3.9, there exist positive numbers β1, . . . , β5 such that
5ÿ
j“1
βj “ 1,
5ÿ
j“1
βjz
n
j “
y
δ
´ 1
δ
ÿ
zPM
azz
n and
5ÿ
j“1
βjz
m
j “ ´
1
δ
ÿ
zPM
azz
m. (3.7)
Define b P QpMq by setting bz “ 0 if z PMztz1, . . . , z5u and bzj “ δβj for 1 ď j ď 5. The equation (3.7)
now reads
ř
zPM
paz ` bzqzn “ y and
ř
zPM
paz ` bzqzm “ 0. The latter implies a` b P Ω0. Since the non-zero
components of b sum up to δ and there are only 5 of them ρpb, 0q ă 5ωpδq. This concludes the proof of
Claim (3.6).
Since Ω is a non-empty Gδ-subset of a Polish space QpMq, Ω is a Polish space in its own right. Since
for every k P N, the map fk : ΩÑ C, fkpaq “ Rk
ř
zPM
azz
k is continuous, Theorem U guarantees that the
proof will be complete if we show that
Λ “
"´
a,Rk
ÿ
zPM
azz
k
¯
: a P Ω, k P N
*
is dense in Ωˆ C.
Since Rn Ñ 8, (3.6) yields that for every δ ą 0, y P C and a P Ω, there are n P N and b P ℓ1`pMq such
that ρpb, 0q ă δ (and therefore ρpa, a` bq ă δ), a` b P Ω and ř
zPM
paz ` bzqzn “ yRn . Hence pa` b, yq P Λ.
Since a P Ω, y P C and δ ą 0 are arbitrary, Λ is dense in Ωˆ C, which completes the proof.
Lemma 3.11. Let pΩ,F , µq be a measure space. Assume that the essential range of g P L8pµq contains a
sequence tλnunPN such that |λ1| ą 1, t|λn|unPN is strictly increasing and λn|λn| are pairwise distinct. Then
there exist a non-negative real valued function a P L1pµq for which"ż
Ω
gka dµ : k P Z`
*
is dense in C.
Applying the above lemma to the situation of a purely atomic measure space, we immediately obtain
the following corollary.
Corollary 3.12. Let tλnunPN be a bounded sequence in C such that |λ1| ą 1, the sequence t|λn|unPN is
strictly increasing and the numbers λn|λn| are pairwise distinct. Then there exists a P ℓ1`pNq such that
! 8ÿ
n“1
anλ
k
n : k P Z`
)
is dense in C.
Proof of Lemma 3.11. Let rn “ |λn|, zn “ λn|λn| and r “ lim rn. Let Ω0 “ tω P Ω : |gpωq| ă ru and Z be
the set of all real-valued non-negative f P L1pµq vanishing outside Ω0. Clearly, Z is a closed subset of
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the Banach space L1pµq. Since for every k P N, the map Fk : Z Ñ C, Fkpfq “
ş
Ω
gkf dµ is continuous,
Theorem U guarantees that the proof will be complete if we show that
Λ “
"´
a,
ż
gkf dµ
¯
: a P Z, k P N
*
is dense in Z ˆC.
Let U be an arbitrary non-empty open subset of Z ˆ C. Since rn Ñ r, we can find pa, yq P U and
m ě 2 such that a vanishes outside tω P Ω : |gpxq| ă rm´1u. Clearly M “ tzj : j ą mu is an infinite
subset of T. Since |g| ď rm´1 on the support of a,
ˇˇˇş
agk dµ
ˇˇˇ
ď }a}1rkm´1. Since rm´1 ă rm, we can find
q P N such that r
q
m´1}a}1
r
q
m
` |y|
r
q
m
ă 1
3
and therefore
y
rkm
´ 1
rkm
ż
Ω
agk dµ P 1
3
D for each k ě q.
An elementary geometric argument ensures that there is ε ą 0 (one can even find the biggest ε) such that
whenever u, v, w P T satisfy ˇˇu
v
´ e2pii{3 ˇˇ ă ε and ˇˇw
v
´ e4pii{3| ă ε, the disk 1
3
D is contained in the convex
hull of u, v and w. Corollary 3.8 applied with A “ Z guarantees that for every integer s ě q there are
us, vs, ws PM and ks P N such that ks ą s,
ˇˇ
u
ks
s
v
ks
s
´ e2pii{3 ˇˇ ă ε and ˇˇukss
v
ks
s
´ e4pii{3ˇˇ ă ε. Thus 1
3
D is contained
in the convex hull of ukss , v
ks
s and w
ks
s . Since us, vs, ws PM , there are j1,s, j2,s, j3,s P tm` 1,m ` 2, . . . u
such that us “ zj1,s , vs “ zj2,s and ws “ zj3,s . Since 13D is contained in the convex hull of ukss , vkss and
wkss , by the above display, there exist α1, α2, α3 P R` such that
α1 ` α2 ` α3 “ 1 and α1zksj1,s ` α2zksj2,s ` α3zksj3,s “
y
rksm
´ 1
rksm
ż
Ω
agks dµ.
Using the definitions of rn and zn and multiplying by r
ks
m , we get
α1r
ks
m
rksj1,s
λksj1,s `
α2r
ks
m
rksj2,s
λksj2,s `
α3r
ks
m
rksj3,s
λksj3,s `
ż
Ω
agks dµ “ y. (3.8)
Note that for every k P N, the set "ż
Ω
bgk : b P Z, }b} “ 1
*
is convex and is a dense subset of the closed convex hull of the set
tzk : z is in the essential range of g and |z| ă ru.
Thus there is bs P Z such that
}bs}1 “ α1r
ks
m
rksj1,s
` α2r
ks
m
rksj2,s
` α3r
ks
m
rksj3,s
(3.9)
and ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Ω
bsg
ks ´
ˆ
α1r
ks
m
rksj1,s
λksj1,s `
α2r
ks
m
rksj2,s
λksj2,s `
α3r
ks
m
rksj3,s
λksj3,s
˙ˇˇˇ
ˇ ă 2´s.
The above display together with (3.8) gives
ys “
ż
Ω
pas ` bsqgks dµÑ y as sÑ8.
Since rl,s ą rm for 1 ď l ď 3, (3.9) implies that }bs}1 Ñ 0 as sÑ 8. By definition of ys, pa` bs, ysq P Λ
for each s ě q. Since a` bs Ñ a, ys Ñ y and U is open, Λ meets U . Since U is an arbitrary open subset
of Z ˆ C, Λ is dense in Z ˆ C, which completes the proof.
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For the sake of brevity, we use the following fairly standard notation:
pµpnq “ ż
T
zn dµpzq for n P Z for a Borel measure µ on T.
As usual, for g P L1pµq, gµ stands for the measure absolutely continuous with respect to µ with the
density (=Radon–Nykodim derivative) g. For a non-negative Borel measure on T, we denote the set of
all real-valued non-negative f P L1pµq by the symbol L1`pµq.
Lemma 3.13. Let µ be a purely non-atomic Borel probability measure on T and tRnunPN be a sequence
of positive numbers such that Rn Ñ8. Then there is a P L1`pµq such that tRnxaµpnq : n P Nu is dense in
C.
Proof. We start by proving the following claim.
For every purely non-atomic Borel probability measure ν on T
and each ε ą 0, the set tn P Z : |pνpnq| ă εu is syndetic. (3.10)
By the Fubini theorem,
|pνpkq|2 “ pνpkqpνpkq “ ż
T
zk dνpzq
ż
T
w´k dνpwq “
ż
TˆT
´ z
w
¯k
dpν ˆ νqpz, wq.
For each m P Z and n P N, we sum up these equalities for m ď k ď m` n´ 1:
1
n
m`n´1ÿ
k“m
|pνpkq|2 “ ż
TˆT
hm,npz, wq dpν ˆ νqpz, wq,
where hm,npz, wq “ 1
n
´ z
w
¯m n´1ÿ
k“0
zk
wk
“ z
mpwn ´ znq
nwm`n´1pw ´ zq .
For each δ P p0, 2q, we can split the above integral:
1
n
m`n´1ÿ
k“m
|pνpkq|2 “ ż
Aδ
hm,npz, wq dpν ˆ νqpz, wq `
ż
Bδ
hm,npz, wq dpν ˆ νqpz, wq,
where Aδ “ tpz, wq P T2 : |z ´ w| ă δu and Bδ “ tpz, wq P T2 : |z ´ w| ě δu. Note that |w ´ z| ě δ and
|wn ´ zn| ď 2 for pz, wq P Bδ. Hence |hm,npz, wq| ď 2δn for pz, wq P Bδ. Thusˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Bδ
hm,npz, wq dpν ˆ νqpz, wq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ď 2δn pν ˆ νqpBδq ď 2δn .
On the other hand, for every z, w P T and n P N, hm,npz, wq, being the average of several elements of T,
satisfies |hm,npz, wq| ď 1. Henceˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Aδ
hm,npz, wq dpν ˆ νqpz, wq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ď pν ˆ νqpAδq.
Combining the last three displays, we get
1
n
m`n´1ÿ
k“m
|pνpkq|2 ď 2
δn
` pν ˆ νqpAδq.
Since ν is purely non-atomic, we have lim
δÑ0
pν ˆ νqpAδq “ 0. Thus we can find δ P p0, 2q such that
pν ˆ νqpAδq ă ε22 . Having δ fixed, we pick n P N such that 2δn ă ε
2
2
. By the above display,
1
n
m`n´1ÿ
k“m
|pνpkq|2 ă ε2
2
` ε
2
2
“ ε2 for every m P Z.
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According to the above display, among n consecutive numbers |pνpkq| there is at least one strictly less
than ε. Hence the set tn P Z : |pνpnq| ă εu is syndetic, which proves Claim (3.10).
We also need the following fact.
Let ν be a Borel probability measure on T with infinite support, r P p0, 1q,
m P N, A Ď Z be syndetic, and twnunPA, nąm be a sequence in D.
Then there exist a P L1`pνq and n P A satisfying n ą m, }a}1 “ 1 and xaνpnq “ rwn. (3.11)
Let K be the support of ν. For each n P Z denote Kn “ tzn : z P Ku. It is easy to see that the
set Bn “ txaνpnq : a P L1`pνq, }a}1 “ 1u is convex, is contained and is dense in the convex span of Kn.
In particular, Bn contains the interior of the convex span of K
n. Since r ă 1, we can pick q P N large
enough in such a way that rD is contained in the interior of the convex span of the points e2piij{q for
1 ď j ď q. Then there is ε ą 0 such that rD is contained in the convex span of u1, . . . , uq wheneverˇˇuj
uq
´ e2piij{q ˇˇ ă ε for 1 ď j ď q ´ 1. By Corollary 3.8 we can find n P A and z, z1, . . . , zq P K such that
n ą m and ˇˇznj
zn
´ e2piij{q ˇˇ ă ε{2 for 1 ď j ď q. It follows that ˇˇznj
znq
´ e2piij{q ˇˇ ă ε for 1 ď j ď q ´ 1. Thus
rD is in the convex span of zn1 , . . . , z
n
q . Hence rD Ă Bn. In particular, rwn P Bn and therefore there is
a P L1`pνq, such that }a}1 “ 1 and xaνpnq “ rwn, which completes the proof of Claim (3.11).
Since each of the maps a ÞÑ Rnxaµpnq from L1`pµq to C is continuous, Theorem U ensures that in
order to complete the proof Lemma 3.13 it suffices to verify that
Λ “ tpa,Rnxaµpnqq : n P N, a P L1`pµqu is dense in L1`pµq ˆ C.
Fix arbitrary a P L1`pµq, z P C and ε ą 0. By (3.10), A “
 
n P Z : xaµpnq ă ε
4
(
is syndetic. Since
Rn Ñ8, there is n0 P N such that
ˇˇ
z
Rnε
ˇˇ ă 1
4
for each n ě n0. Thus
wn P 12D, for every n P A satisfying n ą n0, where wn “ zRnε ´
xaµpnq
ε
.
By (3.11), there is β P L1`pνq and n P A satisfying n ą n0, }β}1 “ 1 and xβµpnq “ wn. Using the definition
of wn, we can rewrite the last equality as xbµpnq “ z, where b “ a` εβ. Then pb, zq P Λ and }b´ a}1 “ ε.
Since ε ą 0 is arbitrary, pa, zq belongs to the closure of Λ. Since a P L1`pµq and z P C are arbitrary, Λ is
dense in L1`pµq ˆ C, which completes the proof.
4 Proof of Theorems 1.9 and 1.10
We start with the following lemma, which must be known. We include the proof for the reader’s conve-
nience and since we were unable to find it in the literature anyway.
Lemma 4.1. Let te1, . . . , enu be a basis in an n-dimensional Banach space X and te˚1 , . . . , en˚u be the
dual basis in X˚ : e˚j pekq “ δj,k. Then for every c P Rn` such that c1` . . .` cn “ 1, there is px, fq P ΠpXq
for which e˚j pxqfpejq “ cj for 1 ď j ď n.
Proof. It is easy to check that tpe1˚pxqfpe1q, . . . , en˚pxqfpenqq : px, fq P ΠpXqu is a closed subset of Cn.
Hence it is enough to prove the result in the case cj ą 0 for every j. From now on we shall just assume
that cj ą 0 for 1 ď j ď n. Consider the continuous map
F : X Ñ r´8,`8q, F pwq “
nř
j“1
cj log |e˚j pwq|.
Since BpXq is compact and the map t ÞÑ F ptxq increases on r0, 1s for each x P SpXq, F ˇˇ
BpXq attains its
maximal value at some point x P SpXq. Obviously, e˚j pxq ‰ 0 for 1 ď j ď n. Consider
f P X˚, fpyq “
nř
j“1
cje
˚
j pyq
e˚j pxq
for y P X.
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Clearly, fpxq “ 1 and e˚j pxqfpejq “ cj for 1 ď j ď n. In order to clinch the proof it suffices to show that
|f | is bounded by 1 on SpXq. Indeed, then px, fq P ΠpXq and px, fq satisfies all desired conditions.
Assume the contrary. Then there is y P SpXq such that fpyq is real and fpyq ą 1. Clearly, x` tu P
BpXq for every t P r0, 1s, where u “ y ´ x. Moreover, fpuq “ fpyq ´ fpxq “ fpyq ´ 1 ą 0. Since F ˇˇ
BpXq
attains its maximum at x, F px` tuq ď F pxq for t P r0, 1s and therefore
lim sup
tÑ0`
F px`tuq´F pxq
t
ď 0.
Choose z P T other than 1 or each of e
˚
j pxq
|e˚j pxq|
, let C´ “ CzzR` and X´ “ tw P X : e˚j pwq P
C´ for 1 ď j ď nu. Set log to be the standard (real on the positive half of the real line) branch of the log-
arithm on C´. Then F
ˇˇ
X´
is exactly the real part of the function G : X´ Ñ C, Gpwq “
nř
j“1
cj log e
˚
j pwq.
Since x` tu P X´ for each sufficiently small t, the function Hptq “ Gpx` tuq is defined in a neighborhood
of 0. Differentiating, we obtain
lim
tÑ0
F px`tuq´F pxq
t
“ ReH 1p0q “ Re
nř
j“1
”
cj
d
dt
logpe˚j pxq ` te˚j puqq
ı
t“0
“ Re
nř
j“1
”
cjuj
e˚j pxq`te˚j puq
ı
t“0
“ Re
nř
j“1
cje
˚
j puq
e˚j pxq
“ Re fpuq “ fpuq ą 0.
The obvious contradiction between the last two displays completes the proof.
Lemma 4.2. Let T P LpXq, λ1, . . . , λn P σppT q and c1, . . . , cn P R` satisfy c1` . . .` cn “ 1. Then there
exists px, fq P ΠpXq such that fpT kxq “ c1λk1 ` . . .` cnλkn for every k P Z`.
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that λj are pairwise distinct. Choose ej P SpXq such
that Tej “ λjej for 1 ď j ď n. Since λj are pairwise distinct, ej form a basis of the n-dimensional space
E “ span te1, . . . , enu. Let e1˚ , . . . , en˚ be the dual basis in E˚: e˚kpejq “ δi,j . By Lemma 4.1, there is
px, gq P ΠpEq such that e˚j pxqgpejq “ cj for 1 ď j ď n. By the Hahn–Banach Theorem, there is f P X˚
such that f
ˇˇ
E
“ g and }f} “ 1. Since }x} “ 1 and fpxq “ gpxq “ 1, px, fq P ΠpXq. Finally, using the
equalities e˚j pxqgpejq “ cj , we get
fpT kxq “ gpT nxq “ gpe˚1pxqλk1e1 ` . . .` e˚npxqλknenq “ c1λk1 ` . . .` cnλkn for each k P Z`.
4.1 Proof of Theorem 1.9
Let T P LpXq and λ1, λ2 P σppT q be such that |λ1| “ |λ2| “ R ą 1 and z “ λ1R , w “ λ2R are independent
in T. Then we can pick linearly independent e1, e2 P X such that Te1 “ λ1e1 and Te2 “ λ2e2. By
Lemma 3.1, there are a, b P T for which
O “ tRnpazn ` bwnq : n P Z`u “ taλn1 ` bλn2 : n P Z`u is dense in C.
By the Hahn–Banach Theorem, there is f P X˚ such that fpe1q “ a and fpe2q “ b. ThenOpT, e1`e2, fq “
taλn1 ` bλn2 : n P Z`u is dense in C. By Proposition 1.5, T is weakly numerically hypercyclic. That is,
(1.9.1) is sufficient for the weak numeric hypercyclicity of T .
Assume that T P LpXq satisfies (1.9.2). That is, there exist independent λ1, λ2 P T such that
ker pT ´ λ1Iq2 ‰ ker pT ´ λ1Iq and ker pT ´ λ2Iq2 ‰ ker pT ´ λ2Iq. An elementary linear algebra
argument allows us to pick linearly independent e1, e2, e3, e4 P X such that pT´λ1Iqe1 “ pT´λ2Iqe3 “ 0,
pT ´ λ1Iqe2 “ λ1e1 and pT ´ λ2Iqe4 “ λ2e3. Then T ne2 “ λn1 pe2 ` ne1q and T ne4 “ λn2 pe4 ` ne3q for
every n P N. By Lemma 3.1, there are a, b P T such that tnpaλn1 ` bλn2 q : n P Nu is dense in C. By the
Hahn–Banach Theorem, there is f P X˚ for which fpe4q “ fpe2q “ 0, fpe1q “ a and fpe3q “ b. Then
fpT npe2 ` e4qq “ npaλn1 ` bλn2 q for every n P N. Hence OpT, e2 ` e4, fq is dense in C and T PWNH pXq
according to Proposition 1.5. Thus (1.9.2) is sufficient for the weak numeric hypercyclicity of T .
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Assume that T P LpXq satisfies (1.9.3). Then there exist λ1, λ2, λ3 P σppT q such that |λ1| “ |λ2| “
R ą |λ3| “ r ą 1, λ1λ2 has infinite order in T and s “ λ1R , y “ λ3r are independent. If s and u “ λ2R
are independent, then (1.9.1) is satisfied and therefore T is weakly numerically hypercyclic. It remains
to consider the case when s and u are not independent. In this case there are z, f, g P T and l, j P Z
such that f and g have finite order, s “ fzl and u “ gzj and l ě j. Since s
u
has infinite order, we have
l ‰ j and therefore l ą j. Since s and y are independent, z and y are independent. Since f and g have
finite order, there is an even d P N such that fd “ gd “ 1. Then sdn “ zknzmn, udn “ z´knzmn and
ydn “ wn for every n P Z`, where k “ d2pl ´ jq P N, m “ d2pl ` jq P Z and w “ yd P T. Since z and y are
independent, z and w are independent as well. By Lemma 3.2, there exist a, b P T such that
O “ tRdnzmnpazkn ` a´1z´knq ` brdnwn : n P Z`u is dense in C.
Since λ1, λ2 and λ3 are distinct eigenvalues of T , we can pick linearly independent e1, e2, e3 P X such
that Te1 “ λ1e1, Te2 “ λ2e2 and Te3 “ λ3e3. By the Hahn–Banach Theorem, we can find h P X˚ for
which hpe1q “ a, hpe2q “ a´1 and hpe3q “ b. Then for each n P Z`,
hpT dnpe1 ` e2 ` e3qq “ aλdn1 ` a´1λdn2 ` bλdn3 “ Rdnzmnpazkn ` a´1z´knq ` brdnwn.
Thus O is a subset of OpT, e1 ` e2 ` e3, hq. Hence OpT, e1 ` e2 ` e3, hq is dense in C and T PWNH pXq
according to Proposition 1.5. That is, (1.9.3) is sufficient for the weak numeric hypercyclicity of T .
Finally, assume that T P LpXq satisfies (1.9.4). That is, there exist λ1, λ2 P σppT q and λ3 P T
such that |λ1| “ |λ2| “ R ą 1, λ1λ2 has infinite order in the group T, s “ λ1R , λ3 are independent and
ker pT ´λ3Iq2 ‰ ker pT ´λ3Iq. Exactly as in the proof of the previous part, we can find d, k P N, m P Z
and independent z, w P T such that sdn “ zknzmn, udn “ z´knzmn and y “ wn for every n P Z`, where
u “ λ2
R
and y “ λ3. By Lemma 3.2, there exist a, b P T for which
O “ tRdnzmnpazkn ` a´1z´knq ` bdnwn : n P Z`u is dense in C.
Pick linearly independent e1, e2, e3, e4 P X such that Te1 “ λ1e1, Te2 “ λ2e2, pT ´ λ3Iqe3 “ 0 and
pT´λ3Iqe4 “ λ3e3. By the Hahn–Banach Theorem, we can find h P X˚ for which hpe1q “ a, hpe2q “ a´1,
hpe3q “ b and hpe4q “ 0. Then for each n P Z`,
hpT dnpe1 ` e2 ` e4qq “ aλdn1 ` a´1λdn2 ` bdnλdn3 “ Rdnzmnpazkn ` a´1z´knq ` bdnwn.
Thus O is a subset of OpT, e1 ` e2 ` e4, hq. Hence OpT, e1 ` e2 ` e4, hq is dense in C and T PWNH pXq
according to Proposition 1.5. Thus (1.9.4) is sufficient for the weak numeric hypercyclicity of T . The
proof of Theorem 1.9 is complete.
4.2 Proof of Theorem 1.10
Assume that T P LpXq satisfies (1.10.1). By Lemma 4.2, there is px, fq P ΠpXq such that fpT kxq “
c1λ
k
1 ` . . .` cnλkn for each k P Z`. Hence OpT, x, fq is dense in C and T P NH pXq. Since every operator
similar to T satisfies the same conditions, T P SNH pXq. Thus (1.10.1) implies the strong numeric
hypercyclicity of T . For further references we prove the following slight modification of this result.
Lemma 4.3. Let T P LpCnq be the diagonal operator with the numbers λ1, . . . , λn on the diagonal.
Then T P NH pCnq if and only if T P SNH pCnq if and only if there exist c1, . . . , cn P R` such that
tc1λk1 ` . . .` cnλkn : k P Z`u is dense in C.
Proof. If there exist c1, . . . , cn P R` such that tc1λk1 ` . . . ` cnλkn : k P Z`u is dense in C, (1.10.1) is
satisfied, which implies that T P SNH pCnq and therefore T P NH pCnq. Now assume that T P NH pCnq.
Then there is x P SpCnq for which NOpT, xq is dense in C. A direct calculation shows that NOpT, xq “
t|x1|2λk1 ` . . .` |xn|2λkn : k P Z`u. That is, tc1λk1 ` . . .` cnλkn : k P Z`u is dense in C with cj “ |xj |2.
Assume that T P LpXq satisfies (1.10.2). Then there exist λ1, λ2, λ3 P σppT q such that |λ1| “ |λ2| “
|λ3| “ R ą 1 and λ1R , λ2R , λ3R are independent. By Lemma 3.3, there are c1, c2, c3 P R` such that
tc1λk1 ` c2λk2 ` c3λk3 : k P Z`u is dense in C. Thus (1.10.1) is satisfied and T P SNH pXq. That is, (1.10.2)
implies the strong numeric hypercyclicity of T . The proof of Theorem 1.10 is complete.
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5 Proof of Propositions 1.11 and 1.12
Throughout this section H is a Hilbert space and T P LpHq.
5.1 Proof of Proposition 1.11
Assume that λ1, λ2 P σppT q are such that |λ1| “ |λ2| “ R ą 1, the eigenspaces ker pT ´ λ1Iq and
ker pT ´λ2Iq are non-orthogonal and λ1R , λ2R are independent in T. Pick x, y P SpHq such that Tx “ λ1x,
Ty “ λ2y and xx, yy “ c ą 0. Note that there is ε “ εpcq ą 0 such that the set
 
1`cu
1`cu´1 : u P T
(
contains
Jε “ teiθ : ´ε ă θ ă εu. By Lemma 3.1, there is a P Jε such that the set O “ tλn ` aµn : n P Z`u is
dense in C. Since a P Jε, there is u P T such that a “ 1`cu1`cu´1 . Consider the vector q “ x`uy}x`uy} P SpHq
and denote b “ }x` uy}´2. Then for each n P Z`,
xT nq, qy “ bxλnx` uµny, x` uyy “ bpp1 ` cuqλn ` p1` cu´1qµnq “ bpp1` cu´1qqpλn ` aµnq.
Thus the density of O implies the density of NOpT, qq and therefore T P NH pC2q. This completes the
proof of Proposition 1.11.
5.2 Proof of Proposition 1.12
Assume that λ1, λ2 P C are such that ker pT ´ λjIq2 ‰ ker pT ´ λjIq for j P t1, 2u, |λ1| “ |λ2| ě 1
and λ1|λ1| ,
λ2
|λ2| are independent in T. Since ker pT ´ λjIq2 ‰ ker pT ´ λjIq, there are two 2-dimensional
T -invariant subspaces E1 and E2 of H such that E1 XE2 “ t0u, pT ´ λjIq2
ˇˇ
Ej
“ 0 and pT ´ λjIq
ˇˇ
Ej
‰ 0
for j P t1, 2u. In particular, Lj “ Ej X ker pT ´ λjIq are one-dimensional for j P t1, 2u. If L1 and L2 are
non-orthogonal, T P NH pHq according to Proposition 1.11. It remains to consider the case when L1 and
L2 are orthogonal. It is straightforward to see that there are e1, . . . , e4 P SpHq such that e1 P L1, e3 P L2,
te1, e2u is a linear basis in E1, te3, e4u is a linear basis in E2, xe1, e2y “ xe1, e3y “ xe3, e4y “ 0, while
g1,4 “ xe1, e4y, g2,3 “ xe2, e3y and g2,4 “ xe2, e4y are non-negative real numbers. The above properties
of the restrictions of T to E1 and E2 yield the existence of non-zero α, β P C such that Te1 “ λ1e1,
Te2 “ λ1pe2 ` αe1q, Te3 “ λ2e3 and Te4 “ λ2pe4 ` βe3q. Then
xT nx, xy “ λn1
`|a|2 ` |b|2 ` g1,4ad` g2,3bc` g2,4bd` αnbpa` g1,4dq˘
` λn2
`|c|2 ` |d|2 ` g1,4da` g2,3cb` g2,4db` βndpc` g2,3bq˘ (5.1)
for a, b, c, d P C and n P N, where x “ ae1 ` be2 ` ce3 ` de4.
Consider the degree 2 R-polynomial map
Φ : C4 Ñ R2 ˆ C2, Φ
¨
˚˝˚ ab
c
d
˛
‹‹‚“
¨
˚˝˚ Re p|a|2 ` |b|2 ` g1,4ad` g2,3bc` g2,4bdqRe p|c|2 ` |d|2 ` g1,4da` g2,3cb` g2,4dbq
αbpa` g1,4dq
βdpc ` g2,3bq
˛
‹‹‚.
First, observe that Φp1, 0, 1, 0q “ p1, 1, 0, 0q. Looking at Φ as at a function of 8 real variables Re a, Ima,
Re b, Im b, Re c, Im c, Re d and Im d taking values in R6 with the components ordered as Φ1, Φ2, ReΦ3,
ImΦ3, ReΦ4, ImΦ4, we can calculate the Jacobi matrix dΦ of Φ at the point p1, 0, 1, 0q:
dΦp1, 0, 1, 0q “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
2 0 g2,3 0 0 0 g1,4 0
0 0 g2,3 0 2 0 g1,4 0
0 0 Reα ´Imα 0 0 0 0
0 0 Imα Reα 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 Reβ ´Imβ
0 0 0 0 0 0 Imβ Reβ
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
.
Since the complex numbers α and β are non-zero, it is an easy exercise to see that the rank of the above
6 by 8 matrix is 6. Indeed, after removing the two zero columns, we are left with an invertible 6 by 6
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matrix. The Implicit Function Theorem says that there is ε ą 0 and a smooth (even real-analytic) map
Ψ :W “ p1´ε, 1`εqˆp1´ε, 1`εqˆεDˆεDÑ C4 such that Ψp1, 1, 0, 0q “ p1, 0, 1, 0q and Φ˝Ψ “ IdW .
Now we define
a, b, c, d : εD Ñ C, papzq, bpzq, cpzq, dpzqq “ Ψp1, 1, z, zq.
The equality Φ ˝Ψ “ IdW yields
αbpzqpapzq ` g1,4dpzqq “ z, βdpzqpcpzq ` g2,3bpzqq “ z, (5.2)
Re p|apzq|2 ` |bpzq|2 ` g1,4apzqdpzq ` g2,3bpzqcpzq ` g2,4bpzqdpzqq “ 1, (5.3)
Re p|cpzq|2 ` |dpzq|2 ` g1,4dpzqapzq ` g2,3cpzqbpzq ` g2,4dpzqbpzqq “ 1 (5.4)
for every z P εD. Denote
ϕpzq “ |apzq|2 ` |bpzq|2 ` g1,4apzqdpzq ` g2,3bpzqcpzq ` g2,4bpzqdpzq for z P εD.
Using (5.3) and (5.4), we obtain
ϕpzq “ |cpzq|2 ` |dpzq|2 ` g1,4dpzqapzq ` g2,3cpzqbpzq ` g2,4dpzqbpzq for z P εD.
By the above two displays, (5.1) and (5.2),
xT nxpzq, xpzqy “ λn1 pϕpzq ` nzq ` λn2 pϕpzq ` nzq for every z P εD and n P N,
where xpzq “ apzqe1`bpzqe2`cpzqe3`dpzqe4. Applying Lemma 3.4 with z “ λ1|λ1| , w “
λ2
|λ2| , Rn “ n|λ1|n,
rn “ |λ1|n and U “ εD, we find that there is u P εD such that
O “ tλn1 pϕpuq ` nuq ` λn2 pϕpuq ` nuq : n P Nu is dense in C.
By the above two displays NOpT, yq, being a positive scalar multiple of O, is dense in C, where y “ xpuq}xpuq} .
Thus T P NH pHq. The proof of Proposition 1.12 is complete.
6 Proof of Theorem 1.20
Lemma 6.1. Let txnunPN be a weakly convergent sequence in a Banach spaces X, which is not norm-
convergent. Then for every sequence trnunPN of positive numbers such that rn Ñ8, there is f P X˚ such
that trnfpxnq : n P Nu is dense in C.
Proof. Let sn “ suptdist pxm, Lnq : m ą nu, where Ln “ span tu, x1, . . . , xnu and u is the weak limit of
txnu. Clearly, tsnu is a decreasing sequence of non-negative numbers and therefore sn Ñ 2s ě 0. It is
an elementary exercise to show that the equality s “ 0 implies the norm convergence of txnu to u. Thus
s ą 0 and passing to a subsequence, if necessary, we can assume that dist pxn`1, Lnq ě s ą 0 for every
n P N. This estimate combined with the Hahn–Banach Theorem provides fn P X˚ such that fnpxnq “ 1,
fnpuq “ 0, fnpxjq “ 0 for j ă n and }fn} ď 1s . Since fnpuq “ 0 and xk Ñ u weakly, we have fnpxmq Ñ 0
as m Ñ 8. Thus we can choose a strictly increasing sequence tnkukPN of positive integers such that
|fnkpxnmq| ă 2´m whenever m ą k and rnk ą 2k for each k.
Now we shall verify that the map R : ℓ1pNq Ñ ℓ1pNq defined by pRaqm “
8ř
k“1
akfnkpxnmq is a well-
defined continuous linear operator. Indeed, since tfnku is bounded, for every a P ℓ1pNq, the series
8ř
k“1
akfnk
is absolutely convergent in X˚ and therefore defines ga “
8ř
k“1
akfnk P X˚. Thus a ÞÑ pRaqm “ gapxnmq
is a continuous linear functional on ℓ1pNq. Next,
}Ra´ a}1 “
8ÿ
m“1
|pRaqm ´ am| ď
ÿ
k,mPN, k‰m
|ak||fnkpxnmq|.
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Since |fnkpxnmq| ă 2´m for m ą k and |fnkpxnmq| “ 0 for m ă k, the above display yields
}Ra´ a}1 ď
8ÿ
k“1
|ak|
8ÿ
m“k`1
2´m ď 1
2
8ÿ
k“1
|ak| “ }a}1
2
.
Thus R is bounded. Furthermore, }R´ I} ď 1
2
ă 1 and therefore R is invertible.
Pick a dense sequence twkukPN in C such that |wk| ď k for every k P N. Then the sequence b defined
by bk “ wkrnk belongs to ℓ
1pNq since rnk ą 2k. Since R is invertible, there is a P ℓ1pNq such that Ra “ b.
That is, gapxnmq “ bm for every m P N. According to the definition of bm, gaprnkxnkq “ wk for each
k P N. Hence trngapxnq : n P Nu is dense in C.
Lemma 6.2. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and tTnunPN be a sequence of continuous linear operators
from Y to X. Assume also that
Ω “
"
py, fq P Y ˆX˚ : lim inf
nÑ8
1`|fpTnyq|››Tn›› “ 0
*
is not nowhere dense in Y ˆX˚.
Then there is py, fq P Y ˆX˚ such that tfpTnyq : n P Nu is dense in C.
Proof. Since Ω is not nowhere dense, Ω X U is dense in U for some non-empty open set U Ă Y ˆ X˚.
Let V be an arbitrary non-empty open subset of U . We shall prove that
there exist n P N and px, fq P V such that n ą m and fpTnxq “ z. (6.1)
Since Ω X U is dense in U , we can pick ph, uq P Ω X V . By definition of Ω, there is an infinite subset A
of N such that
lim
nÑ8
nPA
}Tn} “ 8 and lim
nÑ8
nPA
hpTnuq
}Tn} “ 0.
For every n P A, choose yn P SpY q for which 2}Tnyn} ě }Tn}. For each n P A, the Hahn–Banach Theorem
provides hn P SpX˚q such that hnpTnynq “ }Tnyn}. In particular, 2hnpTnynq ě }Tn} Ñ 8 as n Ñ 8,
n P A.
Case 1: lim inf
nÑ8
nPA
|hpTnynq|
hnpTnynq ą 0.
In this case there are an infinite subset B of A and c ą 0 such that |hpTnynq| ą 2chnpTnynq for
each n P B. For n P B denote δn “ z´hpTnuqhpTnynq . From the above display and the inequality |hpTnynq| ą
2chnpTnynq ě c}Tn} it follows that δn Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8, n P B. Then we can choose n P B such that
n ą m and pu` δnyn, hq P V . Plugging the definition of δn into the expression hpTnpu` δnynqq, we after
cancellations get hpTnpu` δnynqq “ z. Thus n and px, fq “ pu` δnyn, hq satisfy (6.1).
Case 2: lim inf
nÑ8
nPA
|hnpTnuq|
hnpTnynq ą 0.
In this case there are an infinite subset B of A and c ą 0 such that |hnpTnuq| ą 2chnpTnynq for
each n P B. For n P B denote δn “ z´hpTnuqhnpTnuq . From the above display and the inequality |hpTnynq| ą
2chnpTnynq ě c}Tn} it follows that δn Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8, n P B. Then we can choose n P B such that
n ą m and pu, h` δnhnq P V . Plugging the definition of δn into the expression ph` δnhnqpTnuq, we after
cancellations get ph` δnhnqpTnuq “ z. Thus n and px, fq “ pu, h` δnhnq satisfy (6.1).
Case 3:
hpTnynq
hnpTnynq Ñ 0 and
hnpTnuq
hnpTnynq Ñ 0 as nÑ8, n P A.
Fix δ ą 0 such that pu ` δBpY qq ˆ ph ` δBpX˚qq Ď V . In our case hnpTnpu ` δynqq “ hnpTnuq `
δhnpTnynq ‰ 0 for all sufficiently large n P A. This allows us to define
rn “ z´hpTnpu`δynqqhnpTnpu`δynqq “
z´hpTnuq´δhpTnynq
δhnpTnynq`hnpTnuq .
Since hpTnynq
hnpTnynq Ñ 0 and
hnpTnuq
hnpTnynq Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8, n P A, we have rn Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8, n P A.
Thus we can pick n P A such that n ą m and |rn| ă δ. Set x “ u ` δyn and f “ h ` rnhn. Since
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pu ` δBpY qq ˆ ph ` δBpX˚qq Ď V , we have px, fq P V . Finally, plugging the definition of rn into the
expression fpTnxq “ ph` rnhnqpTnu` δTnynq, we after cancellations get fpTnxq “ z. This completes the
proof of Claim (6.1).
According to (6.1),
Λ “ tpy, f, fpTnyqq : py, fq P U, n P Z`u is dense in U ˆ C.
By Theorem U, W “  py, fq P U : tfpTnyq : n P Z`u is dense in C( is a dense Gδ subset of U . In
particular, W ‰ ∅ and there is py, fq P Y ˆX˚ such that tfpTnyq : n P Nu is dense in C.
Corollary 6.3. Let T P LpXq, A be an infinite subset of N and txkukPN be a sequence in X such that
T nxk ‰ 0 for every pn, kq P Z` ˆ N and
}T nx1} Ñ 8 and for each k P N, }T
nxk`1}
}Tnxk} Ñ8 as nÑ8, n P A. (6.2)
Then T PWNH pXq.
Proof. Let E “ span txk : k P Nu and Y be the closure of E. By (6.2), }T nx} “ o
`››T nˇˇ
Y
››˘ for each x P E
as n Ñ 8, n P A. By Lemma 6.2, applied to Tn “ T n
ˇˇ
Y
: Y Ñ X, there are px, fq P Y ˆX˚ such that
tfpT nxq : n P Z`u “ OpT, x, fq is dense in C. Hence T PWNH pXq.
Corollary 6.4. Let T P LpXq be such that
!
x P X : lim inf
nÑ8
1`}Tnx}
}Tn} “ 0
)
is dense in X. Then
T PWNH pXq.
Proof. Just apply Lemma 6.2 with Y “ X and Tn “ T n.
Assume that (1.20.1) is satisfied. Then there is a sequence tznunPN in σppT q such that 1 ă |z1| ă
|z2| ă . . . Pick xk P SpXq such that Txk “ zkxk for each k P N. Then }T nx1} “ |z1|n Ñ 8 and
}Tnxk`1}
}Tnxk} “
ˇˇˇ
zk`1
zk
ˇˇˇn
Ñ 8 as n Ñ 8. By Corollary 6.3, T P WNH pXq. Thus (1.20.1) implies the weak
numeric hypercyclicity of T .
Assume that (1.20.3) is satisfied. That is, there is a cyclic vector x for T satisfying lim inf
nÑ8
1`}Tnx}
}Tn} “ 0.
Let p P Crzs and y “ ppT qx. Then }T ny} ď }ppT q}}T nx} and therefore lim inf
nÑ8
1`}Tny}
}Tn} “ 0. Since the
set tppT qx : p P Crzsu is dense in X, T P WNH pXq by Corollary 6.4. Thus (1.20.3) implies the weak
numeric hypercyclicity of T .
Assume that (1.20.4) is satisfied. That is, there are x P X and an infinite set A Ď N such that
}T nx} Ñ 8 as n Ñ 8, n P A and the sequence  Tnx}Tnx}(nPA is weakly convergent but is not norm
convergent. Let rn “ }T nx} and xn “ Tnx}Tnx} . Then trnunPA converges to 8, while txnunPA converges
weakly but not in the norm. By Lemma 6.1, there is f P X˚ such that trnfpxnq : n P Au is dense
in C. Since trnfpxnq : n P Au is a subset of OpT, x, fq, OpT, x, fq is dense in C. By Proposition 1.5,
T PWNH pXq. Thus (1.20.4) implies the weak numeric hypercyclicity of T .
Finally, assume that (1.20.2) is satisfied. That is, there is r ą 1 such that σppT q X rT is infinite.
Then we can choose a countable infinite set M Ă T and ez P SpXq such that Tez “ rzez for each z PM .
Note that ez are linearly independent. Let E “ span tez : z P Mu. Then the closure of E is a closed
T -invariant subspace. By Proposition 1.6, it suffices to prove the weak numeric hypercyclicity of the
restriction of T to the closure of E. Thus, without loss of generality, we can assume that E is dense
in X. If lim sup
nÑ8
}Tn}
rn
“ 8, then lim inf
nÑ8
1`}Tnx}
}Tn} “ 0 for every x P E since }T nx} “ Oprnq. In this case
T P WNH pXq by Corollary 6.4. It remains to consider the case lim sup
nÑ8
}Tn}
rn
ă 8. Then there is c ě 1
such that }T n} ď crn for each n P Z`. For every z PM , consider the unique linear functional ez˚ : E Ñ C
such that ez˚ pezq “ 1 and ez˚ pewq “ 0 if w ‰ z. First, we shall prove that each ez˚ is bounded and satisfies
}ez˚} ď c. Assume the contrary. Then there is z0 PM and x “
mř
j“0
cjzj (zj are assumed pairwise distinct)
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such that }x} “ 1 and c0 “ ez˚0pxq “ a ą c. Since }T n} ď crn, we have }xn} ď c for each n P Z`, where
xn “ z´n0 r´nT nx “ aez0 `
mř
j“1
cjz
n
j z
´n
0 ezj . Then
››››k´1ÿ
n“0
xn
›››› “
››››kaez0 ` mÿ
j“1
cj
´k´1ÿ
n“0
znj z
n
0
¯
ezj
›››› ď ck for each k P N.
By the triangle inequality,
ka ď kc`
mÿ
j“1
|cj |
ˇˇˇk´1ÿ
n“0
znj z
n
0
ˇˇˇ
“ ck `
mÿ
j“1
|cj ||1´ zkj z´k0 |
|1´ zjz´10 |
ď ck `
mÿ
j“1
2|cj |
|zj ´ z0| for every k P N.
Since the last sum does not depend on k, it follows that a ď c. This contradiction proves that each
ez˚ is bounded and has the norm at most c. Hence we can uniquely extend each ez˚ to X by continuity
and thus treat them as elements of X˚. By Lemma 3.10, there is a P ℓ1`pMq such that
ř
zPM
?
az ă 8
and O “
!
rk
ř
zPM
azz
k : k P N
)
is dense in C. Since
ř
zPM
?
az ă 8, }ez} “ 1 and }ez˚} ď c for every
z P M , the series x “ ř
zPM
?
azez and f “
ř
zPM
?
azez˚ converge absolutely in the Banach spaces X and
X˚ respectively. Using the equalities Tez “ rzez and ez˚ pewq “ δz,w for z, w PM , we have
fpT kxq “ rkf
´ ÿ
wPM
?
aww
kew
¯
“ rk
ÿ
z,wPM
?
azaww
ke˚z pewq “ rk
ÿ
zPM
azz
k for each k P N.
Hence OpT, x, fq “ O is dense in C. By Proposition 1.6, T P WNH pXq. That is, (1.20.2) implies the
weak numeric hypercyclicity of T . This completes the proof of Theorem 1.20.
7 Proof of Theorems 1.13 and 1.14
First, we shall establish some obstacles for an operator to be weakly numerically hypercyclic.
Lemma 7.1. Let T P LpXq and X “ Y ‘Z, where Y and Z are closed T -invariant subspaces of X such
that T
ˇˇ
Y
P LpY q is power bounded, Z is finite dimensional and the distinct eigenvalues of T ˇˇ
Z
P LpZq
have distinct absolute values. Then T RWNH pXq.
Proof. Since the eigenvalues of T
ˇˇ
Z
have distinct absolute values, we can write σpT ˇˇ
Z
q “ tz1, . . . , zmu
with |z1| ă . . . ă |zm|. Considering the Jordan normal form of T
ˇˇ
Z
, it is easy to see that for every x P X
and f P X˚ there exist y P Y , g P Y ˚ and polynomials p1, . . . , pm P Crzs such that
fpT nxq “ gpT nyq `
mř
j“1
pjpnqznj for every n P Z`.
If p1 “ . . . “ pm “ 0, tfpT nxqunPZ` “ tgpT nyqunPZ` is bounded since T
ˇˇ
Y
is power bounded. Thus
OpT, x, fq is bounded in C. Otherwise, we can choose q P N such that 1 ď q ď m, pq ‰ 0 and pj “ 0
whenever j ą q. Then
fpT nxq “ gpT nyq ` znq
´
pqpnq `
q´1ř
j“1
pjpnq
` zj
zq
˘n¯
for every n P Z`.
Since pq ‰ 0, tgpT nyqunPZ` is bounded and
ˇˇ zj
zq
ˇˇ ă 1 for each j in the above sum, the last display ensures
that tfpT nxqunPZ` is bounded if |zq| ă 1 and if |zq| “ 1 and pq is constant and that |fpT nxq| Ñ 8 as
nÑ8 otherwise. In any case OpT, x, fq is non-dense in C and therefore T RWNH pXq.
Lemma 7.2. Let f be a holomorphic function defined in a neighborhood of T and B be a discrete closed
subset of R p“a subset of R with no accumulation pointsq. Then BfpTq is nowhere dense in C.
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Proof. If f is identically 0, the result is trivial. Otherwise f has only finitely many zeros s1, . . . , sk
(if any) in T. Looking at the Taylor expansion of f about sj , we see that for each j, fpzq “ ajpz ´
sjqkj p1 ` Opz ´ sjqq as z Ñ sj, where aj P Czt0u and kj P N. Let v P Czt0u be an accumulation point
of BfpTq, which does not belong to BfpTq. Then it is easy to see that v “ lim rnfpwnq, where trnunPN
and twnunPN are sequences in B and T respectively such that |rn| Ñ 8. Convergence of trnfpwnqu yields
fpwnq Ñ 0. Passing to a subsequence, if necessary, we can assume that wn Ñ sj as n Ñ 8 for some j.
Then rnfpwnq “ rnajpwn ´ sjqkj p1 ` Opwn ´ sjqq as n Ñ 8. This equality together with rnfpwnq Ñ v
implies that ajv
´1piwjqkj P R. That is v belongs to the union Λ of the lines ajpiwjqkjR for 1 ď j ď k.
Hence BfpTq Y Λ is closed in C. Furthermore, for every line L through the origin, which is not in Λ,
LX pBfpTq YΛq is countable. It follows that BfpTq YΛ has empty interior and therefore, being closed,
is nowhere dense in C. Thus BfpTq is nowhere dense in C.
Lemma 7.3. Let R ą r ą 1, a, b, c P C and k,m, j P Z. Then the set Ω “ tRnpazk ` bzmq ` crnzj : n P
Z`, z P Tu is nowhere dense in C.
Proof. It is clear that the set of accumulation points of Ω that do not belong to Ω is contained in the set
Λ of lim
qÑ8
`
Rnqpazkq ` bzmq q ` crnqzjq
˘
, where tzquqPN is a sequence in T and tnquqPN is a strictly increasing
sequence of positive integers. Since the closure of Ω coincides with ΩYΛ, it suffices to show that ΩYΛ has
empty interior. Since the set Ω does not change if we replace z by z2, we can, without loss of generality,
assume that k and m are even.
If |a| ‰ |b|, then every sequence in the last limit runs off to infinity and therefore Λ “ ∅. Same happens
if a “ b “ 0 and c ‰ 0. In these cases ΩYΛ “ Ω has empty interior as a union of countably many smooth
curves. If c “ 0, the desired result follows from Lemma 7.2. The case k “ m is trivial. Thus without loss
of generality, we can assume that k ‰ m, |a| “ |b| “ 1 and c ‰ 0. Let v “ lim
qÑ8R
nqpazkq`bzmq q`crnqzjq P Λ.
Since R ą r ą 1, this limit can only exist if azkq ` bzmq Ñ 0. Passing to a subsequence, if necessary, we
may assume that zq Ñ w and awk ` bwm “ 0. Since k and m are even, we can write k “ s ` t and
m “ s ´ t, where s “ k`m
2
P Z and t “ k´m
2
P Zzt0u. As with every pair of elements of T, we can find
α, β P T such that a “ βαt and b “ βα´t. Then
Rnqpazkq ` bzmq q ` crnqzjq “ βα´sRnqputq ` u´tq qusq ` crnqα´jujq, where uq “ αzq.
Then uq Ñ x with xt ` x´t “ 0 and Rnqputq ` u´tq q ` drnqulq Ñ gv, where l “ j ´ s, d “ cαs´jβ´1 and
g “ αsβ´1. Since uq Ñ x, we can write uq “ xeρqi, where tρqu is a convergent to 0 sequence of real
numbers. The equation xt`x´t “ 0 implies that xt “ i or xt “ ´i. Passing to a subsequence, if necessary,
we can assume that either each ρq is positive or that each ρq is negative. We consider the case when each
ρq is positive and x
t “ ´i (the other 3 cases are similar). Since 2ixtRnq sinptρqq ` drnqxlelρqi Ñ gv, we
have 2Rnq sinptρqq ` drnqxlelρqi Ñ gv. Since elρqi Ñ 1, it follows that dxl “ ´h, where h ą 0 (otherwise
|2Rnq sinptρqq ` drnqxlelρqi| Ñ 8). Thus p2Rnq sinptρqq ´ hrnq cosplρqqq ´ irnq sinplρqq Ñ gv. Hence
rnq sinplρqq Ñ ´Im pgvq and therefore rnq sinptρqq Ñ ´ tl Im pgvq. Then either gv is real or trnq sinptρqqu
converges to a non-zero number. In the latter case the boundedness of t2Rnq sinptρqq ´ hrnq cosplρqqu
(which follows from the convergence) implies that R “ r2. Indeed, if R ‰ r2, one of the sequences
t2Rnq sinptρqqu and thrnq cosplρqqu runs to infinity faster than the other. In the case R “ r2, by looking
at the Taylor series expansions of sin and cos, one sees that 2Rnq sinptρqq ´ hrnq cosplρqq “ Opr´nqq and
therefore 2Rnq sinptρqq ´ hrnq cosplρqq Ñ 0. Hence Re pgvq “ 0. Thus in any case gv is either real or
purely imaginary. Hence v belongs to the union of two lines g´1R and ig´1R. Since there are finitely
many possibilities to choose x, Λ is contained in the union of finitely many lines through the origin. Thus
Ω Y Λ is a part of the union of countably many smooth closed curves and finitely many lines. Hence
ΩY Λ has empty interior, as required.
Lemma 7.4. Let T P LpCnq be a diagonal operator with the diagonal entries d1, . . . , dn such that |d1| “
. . . “ |dn| ‰ 0 and for every j, k P t1, . . . , nu, dj|dj | and
dk
|dk| are not independent. Then T RWNH pCnq.
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Proof. Let R “ |d1|. If R ď 1, then every numerical orbit of T is bounded and therefore T is not
weakly numerically hypercyclic. It remains to consider the case R ą 1. Since every pair dj
R
, dk
R
is not
independent, there are w P T, u1, . . . , un P T of finite order and k1, . . . , kn P Z such that dj “ Rujwkj for
1 ď j ď n. Since uj have finite order, we can pick m P N such that um1 “ . . . “ umn “ 1. It is easy to see
that every numerical orbit OpT, f, xq has the shape
OpT, f, xq “ ta1dk1 ` . . .` andkn : k P Z`u, where aj P C.
Taking into account that dj “ Rujwkj and um1 “ . . . “ umn “ 1, we see that
OpT, f, xq “
m´1ď
q“0
Mq, where Mq “ tRkm`qpa1uq1wqk1wkmk1 ` . . .` anuqnwqknwkmknq : k P Z`u.
Now for 0 ď q ď m´1, consider the Laurent polynomials fqpzq “
nř
j“1
aju
q
jw
qkjzkj . ClearlyMq Ď fqpTqBq,
where Bq “ tRkm`q : k P Z`u. By Lemma 7.2, each Mq is nowhere dense in C. By the above display
OpT, f, xq is nowhere dense in C. Hence T RWNH pCnq.
Lemma 7.5. Let T P LpC3q be a diagonal operator with non-zero diagonal entries d1, d2, d3 such that
for every j, k P t1, 2, 3u for which djdk ‰ 0, dj|dj | and
dk
|dk| are not independent. Then T RWNH pC3q.
Proof. If |d1|, |d2|, |d3| are pairwise distinct, the result follows from Lemma 7.1. If |d1| “ |d2| “ |d3|, the
result follows from Lemma 7.4. Thus we can assume that |d1| “ |d2| ‰ |d3|. It is easy to see that every
numerical orbit OpT, f, xq has the shape
OpT, f, xq “ ta1dk1 ` a2dk2 ` a3dk3 : k P Z`u, where aj P C.
If |d1| “ |d2| ă |d3| and a3 ‰ 0, then the sequence ta1dk1 ` a2dk2 ` a3dk3u is bounded if |d3| ď 1 and
converges to infinity otherwise, ensuring that OpT, f, xq is non-dense in C. If a3 “ 0, then we fall
under the jurisdiction of Lemma 7.4 with n “ 2 and again OpT, f, xq is non-dense in C. In the case
|d1| “ |d2| ą |d3| and |d3| ď 1, one can proceed similar to the proof of Lemma 7.4 (we leave this easy bit
to the reader). It remains to consider the case |d1| “ |d2| ą |d3| ą 1 and a3 ‰ 0. Let R “ |d1| “ |d2| and
r “ |d3|. Since every pair dj|dj | and
dk
|dk| is not independent, there is w P T, u1, u2, u3 P T of finite order
and k1, k2, k3 P Z such that d1 “ Ru1wk1 , d2 “ Ru2wk2 and d3 “ ru3wk3 . Since uj have finite order, we
can pick m P N such that um1 “ um2 “ um3 “ 1. Then
OpT, f, xq “
m´1ď
q“0
Mq, where
Mq “ tRkm`qpa1uq1wqk1wkmk1 ` a2uq2wqk2wkmk2q ` rkm`qa3uq3wqk3wkmk3 : k P Z`u.
Now each Mq is contained in a set of the shape tRmkpαzk1 ` βzk2q ` rmnγzk3 : k P Z`, z P Tu with
α, β, γ P C being constants. Then Lemma 7.3 guarantees that each Mq is nowhere dense in C. By the
above display OpT, f, xq is nowhere dense in C. Hence T RWNH pC3q.
7.1 Proof of Theorem 1.13
Let T P LpC2q and σpT q “ tλ1, λ2u with λ1, λ2 P C. By Theorem 1.9, if |λ1| “ |λ2| ą 1 and λ1|λ1| ,
λ2
|λ2|
are independent, then T P WNH pC2q. If |λ1| ‰ |λ2| or λ1 “ λ2, then T R WNH pC2q by Lemma 7.1.
If |λ1| “ |λ2| ď 1 and λ1 ‰ λ2, then T is power bounded and therefore T R WNH pC2q. Finally, if
|λ1| “ |λ2| ą 1, λ1 ‰ λ2 and λ1|λ1| ,
λ2
|λ2| are not independent, then T RWNH pC2q according to Lemma 7.4.
Thus T PWNH pC2q if and only if |λ1| “ |λ2| ą 1 and λ1|λ1| ,
λ2
|λ2| are independent in T.
If tλk1 ` λk2 : k P Z`u is dense in C, then T P SNH pC2q by Theorem 1.10. Assume now that
T P SNH pC2q. Then T PWNH pC2q and therefore |λ1| “ |λ2| ą 1 and λ1 ‰ λ2. Then T is similar to the
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diagonal operator with the numbers λ1 and λ2 on the diagonal. By Lemma 4.3, there exist a, b ě 0 such
that taλn1 ` bλn2 : n P Z`u is dense in C. Since |aλn1 ` bλn2 | ě |a ´ b|Rn, it follows that a “ b. Hence
tλn1`λn2 : n P Z`u is dense in C. Thus T P SNH pC2q if and only if σpT q “ tλ1, λ2u with tλk1`λk2 : k P Z`u
being dense in C.
Now assume that T P WNH pC2q and T is not unitarily equivalent to a diagonal operator. As we
have already shown, |λ1| “ |λ2| ą 1 and λ1|λ1| ,
λ2
|λ2| are independent in T. Since T is not unitarily
equivalent to a diagonal operator, the eigenspaces ker pT ´ λ1Iq and ker pT ´ λ2Iq are non-orthogonal.
By Proposition 1.11, T P NH pC2q. Finally, assume that T P NH pC2q. Then T P WNH pC2q. If T is
unitarily equivalent to a diagonal operator, Lemma 4.3 implies that T P SNH pC2q. These observations
amount to the fact that T P NH pC2q if and only if either T P SNH pC2q or T P WNH pC2q and T is not
unitarily equivalent to a diagonal operator. The proof of Theorem 1.13 is complete.
7.2 Proof of Theorem 1.14
Let T P LpC3q. If there are λ1, λ2 P σpT q such that |λ1| “ |λ2| ą 1 and λ1|λ1| ,
λ2
|λ2| are independent in
T, then (1.9.1) is satisfied and Theorem 1.9 implies that T P WNH pC3q. If σpT q “ tλ1, λ2, λ3u with
|λ1| “ |λ2| ą |λ3| ą 1, λ1λ2 having infinite order in the group T and λ1|λ1| ,
λ3
|λ3| being independent in T,
then (1.9.3) is satisfied and Theorem 1.9 implies that T P WNH pC3q. If distinct members of σpT q have
distinct absolute values, then T RWNH pC3q according to Lemma 7.1. If λj|λj | are pairwise dependent for
non-zero λj , Lemma 7.5 guarantees that T R WNH pC3q. Consider the case |λ1| ą |λ2| “ |λ3| “ R and
either R ď 1 or λ2
R
and λ3
R
are not independent. If R ď 1, then each numerical orbit of T is either bounded
or escapes to infinity at the rate |λ1|n (provided |λ1| ą 1). If R ą 1 and λ2R and λ3R are not independent,
then T R WNH pC3q. Indeed, each numerical orbit of T has the shape taλn1 ` bλn2 ` cλn3 : n P Z`u if
λ2 ‰ λ3 and taλn1 ` bλn2 ` cnλn2 : n P Z`u if λ2 “ λ3. In any case if a ‰ 0, this is a sequence escaping to
infinity. If a “ 0 we fall under the jurisdiction of Lemma 7.4 and the numerical orbit is non-dense. If λ3
is 0, the problem is easily reduced to the 2-dimensional situation, already covered by Theorem 1.13. It
remains to notice that we have considered all the possibilities (up to the ordering of the eigenvalues).
8 Proof of Theorem 1.23
Lemma 8.1. Let tenunPN be a Schauder basis in a reflexive Banach space X, ten˚unPN be the corresponding
sequence of coordinate functionals and a P ℓ1`pNq be such that
8ř
n“1
an “ 1. Then there is px, fq P ΠpXq
such that en˚pxqfpenq “ an for each n P N.
Proof. Let Xn “ span te1, . . . , enu. By Lemma 4.1, for every n P N, we can find pxn, gnq P ΠpXnq such
that e˚kpxnqgnpekq “ ak for 1 ď k ă n and en˚pxnqgnpenq “ 1 ´ a1 ´ . . . ´ an´1. By the Hahn–Banach
Theorem, for each n P N, there is fn P SpX˚q such that fn
ˇˇ
Xn
“ gn. Then for every n P N,
pxn, fnq P ΠpXq and e˚kpxnqfnpekq “ ak for 1 ď k ă n.
Since X is reflexive, every bounded sequence in X ˆ X˚ has a weakly convergent subsequence. Hence
there is a strictly increasing sequence tnmumPN of positive integers such that txnmumPN converges weakly
to x P X and tfnmumPN converges weakly to f P X˚. Since BpXq is weakly closed in X and BpX˚q is
weakly closed in X˚, we have }x} ď 1 and }f} ď 1. According to the above display, for every k P N,
e˚kpxnmqfnmpekq “ ak for all sufficiently large m. Hence,
e˚kpxqfpekq “ lim
mÑ8 e
˚
kpxnmqfnmpekq “ ak for each k P N.
It follows that
fpxq “ f
´ 8ř
k“1
e˚kpxqek
¯
“
8ř
k“1
e˚kpxqfpekq “
8ř
k“1
ak “ 1.
Since fpxq “ 1, }x} ď 1 and }f} ď 1, px, fq P ΠpXq. Thus px, fq satisfies all desired conditions.
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Assume that T P LpXq satisfies (1.23.3). That is, there exists λ P C be such that |λ| ě 1 and
T ´ λI is a semi-Fredholm operator of positive index. Since the index is locally constant, T ´ zI is a
semi-Fredholm operator of positive index for every z P λ ` εD for a sufficiently small ε. Since every
semi-Fredholm operator of positive index is non-injective, z ` εD Ď σppT q. Since |λ| ě 1, there is r ą 1
such that J “ pλ`εDqXprTq ‰ ∅. Then J is a non-trivial open arc of the circle rT. By Proposition 1.16,
we can find z, w P J Ă σppT q such that tzn ` wn : n P Z`u is dense in C. Thus (1.10.1) is satisfied and
therefore T P SNH pXq by Theorem 1.10. Hence (1.23.3) implies the strong numeric hypercyclicity of T .
Assume now that T P LpXq satisfies (1.23.4). That is, X be reflexive and there exists λ P C such
that |λ| ě 1 and T ´ λI is a semi-Frdholm operator of negative index. It is well-known and easy to see
that if X is reflexive and R P LpXq, then R is semi-Fredholm if and only if R˚ is semi-Fredholm and
ipR˚q “ ´ipRq. Thus T ˚ ´ λI is a semi-Fredholm operator of positive index. By the previous part of
the proof, T ˚ P SNH pX˚q. By Proposition 1.6, T P SNH pXq. Thus (1.23.4) implies the strong numeric
hypercyclicity of T .
Assume that T P LpXq satisfies (1.23.1). That is, X is reflexive and there is a Schauder basic sequence
tenunPN in X such that Ten “ λnen with λn P C for each n P N and for some c P ℓ1`pNq,! 8ř
j“1
cjλ
k
j : k P Z`
)
is dense in C. (8.1)
Without loss of generality, we may assume that
8ř
n“1
cn “ 1. Let Y be the closed linear span of the
sequence tenunPN. By Lemma 8.1, there is px, gq P ΠpY q such that en˚pxqgpenq “ cn for every n P Z`,
where en˚ P Y ˚ are the coordinate functionals for the Schauder basis tenunPN. By the Hahn–Banach
Theorem, there is f P X˚ such that f ˇˇ
Y
“ g and px, fq P ΠpXq. Then
fpT kxq “ gpT kxq “ g
´ 8ř
n“1
λknen˚pxqen
¯
“
8ř
n“1
λknen˚pxqgpenq “
8ř
n“1
cnλ
k
n for each k P Z`.
By (8.1), OpT, x, fq is dense in C and T P NH pXq. Since every operator similar to T satisfies the same
conditions, T P SNH pXq. Thus (1.23.1) implies the strong numeric hypercyclicity of T .
Finally, assume that T P LpXq satisfies (1.23.2). That is, X is reflexive and there is a Schauder
basic sequence tenunPN in X such that Ten “ λnen where λn P C are such that |λ1| ą 1, the sequence
t|λn|unPN is pmaybe non-strictlyq increasing and the numbers λn|λn| are pairwise distinct elements of T.
Passing to a subsequence, if necessary, we can assume that either t|λn|unPN is strictly increasing or that
t|λn|unPN is constant. If t|λn|unPN is strictly increasing, Corollary 3.12 provides c P ℓ1`pNq satisfying (8.1).
If |λn| “ r ą 1 for every n P N, by Lemma 3.10, there is c P ℓ1`pNq for which (8.1) holds. In any case
(1.23.1) is satisfied and therefore T P SNH pXq. Thus (1.23.2) implies the strong numeric hypercyclicity
of T . This completes the proof of Theorem 1.23.
9 Proof of Theorem 1.29
Lemma 9.1. Let px, fq P ΠpXq. Then for every y P SpXqXker f , there exists g P X˚ such that gpxq “ 0,
gpyq “ 1 and }g} ď 2.
Proof. Let E “ span tx, yu. Since fpxq “ 1 and fpyq “ 0, x and y are linearly independent and therefore
form a basis in E. Consider ϕ P E˚ defined by ϕpxq “ 0 and ϕpyq “ 1. Then u “ fpuqx ` ϕpuqy for
every u P E. Hence |ϕpuq| “ }u´ fpuqx} ď }u}` }f}}u} “ 2}u}. That is, }ϕ} ď 2. By the Hahn–Banach
Theorem, there is g P X˚ such that }g} ď 2 and gˇˇ
E
“ ϕ. Obviously, g satisfies all desired conditions.
Lemma 9.2. Let T P LpXq be such that T pXq is non-closed in X and ε ą 0. Then there is a 2-
dimensional subspace E of X such that }T ˇˇ
E
}LpE,Xq ă ε.
Proof. Since T pXq is non-closed, inft}Tx} : x P SpXqu “ 0. Hence we can pick x P SpXq for which
}Tx} ă ε
4
. By the Hahn–Banach theorem there is f P X˚ such that px, fq P ΠpXq. Next, observe that
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inft}Tx} : x P SpXqXker fu “ 0. Indeed, otherwise T pker fq is closed in X and is a subspace of T pXq of
codimension at most 1. Since a subspace of a Banach space with a finite codimensional closed subspace
is closed itself, that would have implied that T pXq is closed.
Thus inft}Tx} : x P SpXq X ker fu “ 0 and therefore we can choose y P SpXq X ker f such that
}Ty} ă ε
4
. By Lemma 9.1, there is g P X˚ such that }g} ď 2, gpxq “ 0 and gpyq “ 1. Clearly
E “ span tx, yu is a 2-dimensional subspace of X. Moreover, for each u P BpEq,
}Tu} “ }fpuqTx` gpuqTy} ď }f}}Tx} ` }g}}Ty} ă ε
4
` 2 ε
4
“ 3ε
4
.
Hence }T ˇˇ
E
}LpE,Xq ď 3ε4 ă ε.
Lemma 9.3. Let T P LpXq, E be a 2-dimensional subspace of X and S : E Ñ X be a linear map. Then
there is R P LpXq such that Rˇˇ
E
“ S and }T ´R} ď 3}S ´ T ˇˇ
E
}LpE,Xq.
Proof. Take any x P SpEq. By the Hahn–Banach Theorem, there exists f P X˚ such that px, fq P ΠpXq.
Pick y P SpEq such that fpyq “ 0. By Lemma 9.1, there is g P X˚ such that }g} ď 2, gpxq “ 0 and
gpyq “ 1. Now we define R P LpXq be the formula Ru “ Tu ` fpuqpSx ´ Txq ` gpuqpSy ´ Tyq. It is
straightforward to see that Rx “ Sx and Ry “ Sy. Since tx, yu is a basis in E, Rˇˇ
E
“ S. Next, for every
u P X, using the relations }x} “ }y} “ }f} “ 1 and }g} ď 2, we have
}pT ´Rqu} “ }fpuqpT ´ Sqx` gpuqpT ´ Sqy} ď 3}u} ¨ }S ´ T ˇˇ
E
}LpE,Xq.
Hence }T ´R} ď 3}S ´ T ˇˇ
E
}LpE,Xq.
Lemma 9.4. Let E be a 2-dimensional Banach space and T P LpEq be such that σpT q “ ts, tu and
|s| “ |t| ě 1. Then there is a sequence tTnunPN in SNH pEq such that }Tn ´ T } Ñ 0.
Proof. Since |s| “ |t| ě 1, by Proposition 1.16, we can choose two sequence tsnunPN and ttnunPN such
that sn Ñ s, tn Ñ t and tskn ` tkn : k P Z`u is dense in C for every n P N. Since σpT q “ ts, tu, we
can choose a linear basis tx, yu in E such that Tx “ sx and Ty “ ty ` ax for some a P C. For each
n P N consider Tn P LpXq given by Tnx “ snx and Tny “ tny ` ax. Since sn Ñ s and tn Ñ t, we have
}Tn ´ T } Ñ 0. On the other hand, σpTnq “ tsn, tnu for each n P N. By Theorem 1.13, each Tn belongs
to SNH pEq.
Since WNH pXq Ě NH pXq Ě SNH pXq, we have (1.29.3)ùñ(1.29.2)ùñ(1.29.1). Next, it is easy to
see that the set ΩpXq of T P LpXq satisfying (1.29.4) is operator norm open. Thus in order to verify
that (1.29.4) implies (1.29.3), it suffices to show that ΩpXq XWNH pXq “ ∅. Let T P ΩpXq. Then
X “ Y ‘ Z, where Y and Z are closed T -invariant subspaces, T ˇˇ
Y
P LpY q has the spectral radius ă 1,
Z has dimension n P Z` and σ
`
T
ˇˇ
Z
˘ “ tz1, . . . , znu satisfies 1 ď |z1| ă . . . ă |zn|. By Lemma 7.1,
T RWNH pXq, which proves the implication (1.29.4)ùñ(1.29.3).
It remains to verify that (1.29.1) implies (1.29.4). In order to do this, it suffices to show that every
T P LpXqzΩpXq is in the operator norm closure of SNH pXq. Let T P LpXqzΩpXq. The relation T R ΩpXq
can happen for various reasons.
Case 1: There is a 2-dimensional T -invariant subspace E of X such for which σ
`
T
ˇˇ
E
˘ “ ts, tu and
|s| “ |t| ě 1. In this case, according to Lemma 9.4, there is a sequence tSnunPN in SNH pEq such that
}Sn´T
ˇˇ
E
} Ñ 0. By Lemma 9.3, there is a sequence tRnunPN in LpXq such that Rn
ˇˇ
E
“ Sn for each n P N
and }Rn ´ T } Ñ 0. Since the restriction of each Rn to the invariant subspace E is strongly numerically
hypercyclic, Proposition 1.6 implies that Rn P SNH pXq for each n P N. Thus T is in the norm closure of
SNH pXq.
Note that the situation of T having a normal eigenvalue λ of multiplicity ě 2 such that |λ| ě 1 falls
into Case 1. The same happens if there are two distinct s, t P σppT q such that |s| “ |t| ě 1. This means
that if Case 1 does not hold, we can pick λ P σpT q such that
|λ| ě 1, λ is not a normal eigenvalue of T and dimker pT ´ λIq ď 1.
We keep the notation λ for such a spectral point for the rest of the proof.
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Case 2: pT ´ λIqpXq is non-closed in X. Let ε ą 0. By Lemma 9.2, we can pick a 2-dimensional
subspace E of X such that }pT ´ λIqˇˇ
E
} ă ε
4
. According to Lemma 9.3, there is S P LpXq such that
S
ˇˇ
E
“ λIE and }T ´ S} ă 3ε4 . Now S falls under the jurisdiction of Case 1. Thus there is R P SNH pXq
such that }S´R} ă ε
4
. Since }T ´R} ď }T ´S}`}S´R} ă 3ε
4
` ε
4
“ ε and ε ą 0 is arbitrary, T belongs
to the norm closure of SNH pXq.
Thus it remains to consider the case when pT ´ λIqpXq is closed in X.
Case 3: ker pT ´ λIq is one-dimensional and pT ´ λIqpXq “ X. In this case T ´ λI is a Fredholm
operator of index 1. By Theorem 1.23, T P SNH pXq.
Case 4: dim pX{pT ´λIqpXqq ą dim pker pT ´λIqq. In this case T ´λI is a semi-Fredholm operator
of negative index. Since X is reflexive, Theorem 1.23 implies that T P SNH pXq.
If ker pT ´ λIq “ t0u and pT ´ λIqpXq “ X, we have λ R σpT q, which is a contradiction. Finally,
if dim pker pT ´ λIqq “ dim pX{pT ´ λIqpXqq “ 1, λ is a normal eigenvalue of T , which is again a
contradiction. This completes the proof of the implication (1.29.1)ùñ(1.29.4) and that of Theorem 1.29.
10 Proof of Theorem 1.26
Lemma 10.1. Let T be a bounded normal operator on a Hilbert space H. Assume also that there exists
a sequence tznunPN in σpT q such that 1 ă |z1| ă |z2| ă . . . Then T PWNH pXq.
Proof. Let rk “ 13 mint|zk| ´ |zk´1|, |zk`1| ´ |zk|u for k P N, where we assume z0 “ 1. For each k P N pick
a continuous function ϕk : C Ñ r0, 1s such that ϕkpzkq “ 1 and ϕk vanishes outside the disk zk ` rkD.
The functional calculus for normal operators allows us to consider the operators ϕkpT q. Since zk P σpT q
and ϕkpzkq ‰ 0, ϕkpT q ‰ 0 for every k P N. Thus we can pick xk P SpHqXϕkpT qpHq. The latter inclusion
and the fact that ϕk vanishes outside the disk zk ` rkD implies that p|zk| ´ rkqn ď }T nxk} ď p|zk| ` rkqn
for every k P N and every n P Z`. These estimates together with the inequalities |z1| ´ r1 ą 1 and
|zk`1| ´ rk`1 ą |zk| ` rk for k P N imply that }T nx1} Ñ 8 and }T
nxk`1}
}Tnxk} Ñ 8 as n Ñ 8. By
Corollary 6.3, T PWNH pXq.
Lemma 10.2. Let T be a normal operator on Hilbert space H such that the set t´|z| : z P σpT qu is
well-ordered and for every r ą 1, the set σpT q X rT has at most one element. Then for each x P H and
f P H˚, either tfpT nxq : n P Z`u is bounded or |fpT nxq| Ñ 8. In particular, T RWNH pHq.
Proof. Since every well-ordered subset of R is countable, M “ tz P σpT q : |z| ą 1u is (finite or) countable.
By the Spectral Theorem, T is unitarily equivalent to the orthogonal direct sum of a normal contraction
and a diagonal (with respect to an orthonormal basis) operator with only elements of M on the diagonal.
Taking this into account, we see that for each f P H˚ and x P H,
fpT nxq “ bn `
ř
tPM
att
n, where a P ℓ1pMq and b P ℓ8pZ`q. (10.1)
If a “ 0, then tfpT nxq : n P Z`u “ tbn : n P Z`u is bounded. Assume now that a ‰ 0. Since
t´|z| : z P σpT qu is well-ordered, there is c “ maxt|t| : t P M, at ‰ 0u. Since σpT q X cT is a singleton,
there is the unique t0 PM satisfying |t0| “ c. Then
|fpT nxq| “ |at0 |cn
ˇˇˇ
ˇ1` bnat0 tn0 ` ř
tPM, |t|ăc
att
n
at0 t
n
0
ˇˇˇ
ˇ “ |at0 |cnp1` op1qq as nÑ8.
Since c ą 1, |fpT nxq| Ñ 8.
Lemma 10.3. Let T be a normal operator on Hilbert space H such that there is a sequence tλnunPN in
σpT q such that 1 ă |λ1| ă |λ2| ă . . . and the numbers λj|λj | are pairwise distinct. Then T P NH pHq.
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Proof. By the Spectral Theorem we can assume that H “ L2pµq, where pΩ,F , µq is a measure space and
Tf “ gf for f P H, where g P L8pµq. Then the spectrum of T is exactly the essential range of g. By
Lemma 3.11, we can pick a non-negative real valued function a P L1pµq for which
the set
"ż
Ω
gka dµ : k P Z`
*
is dense in C.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that a is normalized to satisfy }a}1 “ 1. Then x “
?
a P SpHq
and xT nx, xy “ ş
Ω
gka dµ for every n P Z`. Thus NOpT, xq is dense in C and therefore T P NH pHq.
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1.26. Let H be a Hilbert space, T P LpHq and k P N be such
that T k is normal. First, assume that there is a sequence tλnunPN in σpT q such that 1 ă |λ1| ă |λ2| ă . . ..
Then tλknunPN is a sequence in σpT kq satisfying 1 ă |λk1 | ă |λk2 | ă . . .. Since T k is normal, Lemma 10.1
yields the weak numeric hypercyclicity of T k. Then T is weakly numerically hypercyclic, which completes
the proof of (1.26.1).
Next, assume that there is a sequence tλnunPN in σpT q such that 1 ă |λ1| ă |λ2| ă . . . and the
numbers
λj
|λj | are pairwise distinct. Then tλknunPN is a sequence in σpT kq satisfying 1 ă |λk1 | ă |λk2 | ă . . .
and the set
 λkn
|λkn| : n P N
(
is infinite. Then there is a strictly increasing sequence tnju of positive integers
such that the numbers
λknj
|λknj |
are pairwise distinct. Since T k is normal, Lemma 10.3 implies that T k is
numerically hypercyclic. Hence T is numerically hypercyclic, which completes the proof of (1.26.2).
Now assume that T k is self-adjoint. Then T 2k is self-adjoint and non-negative definite. If t´|z| : z P
σpT q, |z| ą 1u is not well-ordered, we can pick a sequence tλnunPN in σpT q such that 1 ă |λ1| ă |λ2| ă . . .
By (1.26.1), T P WNH pHq. Assume now that t´|z| : z P σpT q, |z| ą 1u is well-ordered. Since
σpT 2kq Ă r0,8q, t´|z| : z P σpT 2kq, |z| ą 1u is well-ordered and σpT 2kqX rT has at most one element for
each r ą 1. By Lemma 10.2, for every x P H and f P H˚, OpT 2k, x, fq is either bounded or nowhere dense
in C. Now let x P H and f P H˚. Then OpT, x, fq “
2k´1Ť
j“0
OpT 2k, T jx, fq. Hence OpT, x, fq is the union
of finitely many sets each of which is either bounded or nowhere dense. Thus OpT, x, fq is not dense in
C (the set of accumulation points of OpT, x, fq is bounded). Then T R WNH pHq, which completes the
proof of (1.26.3).
Finally, assume that there exist r ą 1 and a T -invariant subspace K such that U “ 1
r
T k
ˇˇ
K
P LpKq is a
unitary operator with infinite spectrum. If σppUq is infinite, then there are a sequence tznunPN of pairwise
distinct elements of T and an orthonormal sequence tenunPN in K Ď H such that T ken “ Uen “ rznen
for every n P N. Thus T k satisfies (1.10.4) and therefore T k P SNH pHq Ă NH pHq by Theorem 1.10.
Hence T P NH pHq. It remains to consider the case when σppUq is finite. Since σpUq is infinite, the
Spectral Theorem tells us that the restriction of U to an appropriate invariant subspace K0 is unitarily
equivalent to the multiplication by the argument operator M P LpL2pµqq, Mfpzq “ zfpzq, where µ is
a Borel probability purely non-atomic measure on T. By Proposition 1.2, in order to prove that T is
numerically hypercyclic, it suffices to verify that rM is numerically hypercyclic. By Lemma 3.13, there
is a P L1`pµq such that }a}1 “ 1 and the set O “ trnxaµpnq : n P Nu is dense in C. Now it is easy to see
that x “ ?a P SpL2pµqq and xMnx, xy “ xaµpnq for each n P Z. Hence NOprM, xq “ O is dense in C.
Thus rM is numerically hypercyclic and therefore T is. This completes the proof of (1.26.4) and that of
Theorem 1.26.
11 Proof of Propositions 1.18 and 1.19
Let T P LpC2q. Pick w P T such that at least one of the eigenvalues of wT is real. By Theorem 1.13,
wT R WNH pC2q. This proves Proposition 1.18. The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of
Proposition 1.19, which is more sophisticated. Denote
M “
"
pr, z, wq P p1,8q ˆ Tˆ T :
ˆ
rz 0
0 rw
˙
P NH pC2q
*
.
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By Theorem 1.13, we can rewrite the definition ofM in the following equivalent way.
M “  pr, z, wq P p1,8q ˆ Tˆ T : trnpzn ` wnq : n P Z`u is dense in C(. (11.1)
Then the sets Mpz, wq featuring in Proposition 1.19 can be written as
Mpz, wq “
"
r ą 1 :
ˆ
rz 0
0 rw
˙
P NH pC2q
*
“ tr ą 1 : pr, z, wq PMu
“  r ą 1 : trnpzn ` wnq : n P Z`u is dense in C( for z, w P T.
If tVkukPN is a base of the topology of C, then we can write
M “
č
k,mPN
8ď
n“m
 pr, z, wq P p1,8q ˆ Tˆ T : rnpzn ` wnq P Vk(.
This immediately implies that M is a Gδ subset of p1,8q ˆ T ˆ T and therefore each Mpz, wq is a
Gδ-subset of p1,8q.
Lemma 11.1. The set M is a dense Gδ-subset of p1,8q ˆ Tˆ T. Furthermore,
W “  pz, wq P T2 : Mpz, wq is dense in p1,8q( is a dense Gδ subset of T2.
Proof. By Proposition 1.16, for every r ą 1, the set rT XM is dense in rT. Hence M is dense in
p1,8qˆTˆT. Let trn : n P Nu be a dense subset of p1,8q. By Proposition 1.16, the set Wn “ tpz, wq P
T2 : rn PMpz, wqu is a dense Gδ subset of T2 for every n P N. Hence
Ş
nPN
Wn is a dense Gδ subset of T
2,
being also a subset of W . Hence W is dense in T2. It remains to show that W is a Gδ set.
Let tVkukPN is a base of the topology of C. It is easy to verify that
Aa,b,m,k “
8ď
n“m
 pz, wq P T2 : pzn `wnqra, bs X Vk ‰ ∅(
is an open subset of T2 whenever m,k P N and 1 ă a ă b ă 8. It remains to notice that
W “
č
m,kPN
č
a,bPQ, 1ăaăb
Aa,b,m,k
to conclude that W is a Gδ subset of T
2.
By Lemma 1.13, Mpz, wq “ ∅ if z and w are not independent. Actually, the equality Mpz, wq “ ∅ is
a rather typical occurrence.
Lemma 11.2. The set
 pz, wq P T2 :Mpz, wq ‰ ∅( has zero Lebesgue measure in T2.
Proof. Let µ be the normalized Lebesgue measure on T2. By (3.4),
8ř
n“1
µ
 pz, wqPT2 : |zn`wn| ď 1
n2
( ă 8.
Hence for almost all pz, wq P T2, |zn`wn| ą n´2 for all sufficiently large n and therefore rn|zn`wn| Ñ 8
for every r ą 1. Hence Mpz, wq “ ∅ for almost all z, w P T2.
On the other hand, it turns out that if Mpz, wq is non-empty, then it is infinite.
Lemma 11.3. Let z, w P T, r PMpz, wq and k be an odd positive integer. Then r1{k PMpz, wq.
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Proof. In this proof, we shall use the symbol or for any sequence tαnu of complex numbers satisfying
lim sup |αn|1{n ď 1r . Since r PMpz, wq, the set tyn : n P Z`u is dense in C, where yn “ rnpzn ` wnq. Let
A “ tn P N : n´1 ď |yn| ď nu. Then tyn : n P Au is dense in C. The inequality |zn ` wn| ď nr´n for
n P A yields
wn “ ´zn ` or and y2n “ ´|yn|2z2n ` or as nÑ8, n P A. (11.2)
Since k is odd and rnpzkn ` wknq “ rnpzn ` wnq
k´1ř
j“0
p´1qjzjnwpk´1´jqn, the equality yn “ rnpzn ` wnq
and (11.2) imply rnpzkn ` wknq “ ynzpk´1qn ` or “ y
k
n
|yn|k´1 ` or as nÑ8, n P A. Hence,
rnpzkn ` wknq “ Φpynq ` op1q as nÑ8, n P A, where Φ : Czt0u Ñ C, Φpxq “ xk|x|k´1 .
Since Φ is a homeomorphism of Czt0u onto itself and tyn : n P Au is dense in C, tΦpynq : n P Au is
dense in C. Then by the above display, trnpzkn ` wknq : n P Au is dense in C. Hence the bigger set
trn{kpzn ` wnq : n P Z`u is dense in C and therefore r1{k PMpz, wq.
Finally, we shall verify that Mpz, wq can not coincide with p1,8q by showing that each Mpz, wq
has zero Lebesgue measure. We need some preparation. Consider the function δ : R Ñ r0, 1s, δpxq “
dist px, 2Z ´ 1q. That is, δpxq is the distance from x to the nearest odd integer.
Lemma 11.4. Let θ P RzQ, 0 ă a ă b ă 1 and A “ tn P N : an ď δpnθq ď bnu. Then ř
nPA
1
n
ă 8.
Proof. For every q P N, let ppqq be the unique odd integer p such that
ˇˇˇ
θ´ p
q
ˇˇˇ
ă 1
q
. Denote αpqq “
ˇˇˇ
θ´ ppqq
q
ˇˇˇ
.
Then 0 ă αpqq ă 1
q
for each q P N. Consider the set
B “
!
q P N : αpqq ď bq
q
and g.c.d.pq, ppqqq “ 1
)
.
First, we shall show that ř
qPB
1
q
ă 8. (11.3)
Assume that (11.3) fails. Then there are two strictly increasing sequences tqjujPN and trjujPN in B such
that qj ă rj for each j P N and qjrj Ñ 1. Indeed, otherwise members of B written in the increasing order
grow exponentially and (11.3) follows. By definition of B, we have θ “ ppqjq
qj
` βj “ pprjqrj ` γj, where
|βj | ď b
qj
qj
and |γj | ď b
rj
rj
. In particular,
ppqjq
qj
´ pprjq
rj
“ γj ´ βj . It follows that
ˇˇˇ
ppqjqrj´pprjqqj
qjrj
ˇˇˇ
ď bqj
qj
` brj
rj
.
Hence |ppqjqrj´pprjqqj| ď rjbqj `qjbrj ă 2rjbqj since qj ă rj . Since qjrj Ñ 1 and b ă 1, we have rjbqj Ñ 0
and therefore |ppqjqrj ´ pprjqqj| Ñ 0. Since the latter is a sequence of integers, ppqjqrj ´ pprjqqj “ 0 for
all sufficiently large j. In particular, there is j P N for which ppqjqrj “ pprjqqj . Since pprjq and rj are
relatively prime, rj must divide qj, which is not possible since rj ą qj. This contradiction proves (11.3).
Now n P A if and only if there is an odd integer k such that an ď δpnθq “ |nθ ´ k| ď bn. Let
r “ g.c.d. pn, kq. Then we can write n “ rq and k “ rp, where q P N, p is an odd integer and
g.c.d. pq, pq “ 1. Using this notation we can rewrite the last inequality as arq
rq
ď
ˇˇˇ
θ´ p
q
ˇˇˇ
ď brq
rq
ď bq
q
, which
happens if and only if q P B, p “ ppqq and arq
rq
ď αpqq ď brq
rq
. Thus, we have obtained the following
description of the set A:
A “
!
qr : q P B, r P 2N ´ 1, arq
rq
ď αpqq ď brq
rq
)
.
Fix d ą 0 small enough in such a way that dm ď am
m
for every m P N. Then
A Ď A1 “ tqr : q P B, r P N, drq ď αpqq ď brqu “ tqr : q P B, r P N, βpqq ď r ď cβpqqu,
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where βpqq “ logαpqq
q log d
and c “ log d
log b
. Obviously, βpqq ą 0 and c ą 1. Estimating a monotonic sum by the
corresponding integral, one easily sees thatř
mPN
βďmďcβ
1
m
ď 1` log c for every β ą 0 and c ą 1.
Using the above two displays and (11.3), we obtainř
nPA
1
n
ď ř
nPA1
1
n
“ ř
qPB
1
q
ř
rPN
βpqqďrďcβpqq
1
r
ď p1` log cq ř
qPB
1
q
ă 8.
Corollary 11.5. Let z P T be of infinite order and A “ tn P N : can ď |1 ` zn| ď dbnu, where
0 ă a ă b ă 1 and c, d ą 0. Then ř
nPA
1
n
ă 8.
Proof. Since z has infinite order in T, z “ eipiθ with θ P RzQ. Pick real numbers s, t such that 0 ă s ă
a ă b ă t ă 1 and let A1 “ tn P N : sn ď δpnθq ď tnu. It is an elementary exercise to see that AzA1 is
finite. By Lemma 11.4,
ř
nPA1
1
n
ă 8 and therefore ř
nPA
1
n
ă 8.
Lemma 11.6. For every z, w P T, Mpz, wq has Lebesgue measure 0.
Proof. If w´1z has finite order in T, Theorem 1.13 implies that Mpz, wq “ ∅. Thus we can assume that
s “ w´1z is of infinite order. If r PMpz, wq, then the number rn|zn ` wn| “ rn|1 ` sn| belongs to r1, 2s
for infinitely many n P N. Let 0 ă a ă b ă 1. The last observation yields
Mpz, wq X rb´1, a´1s Ď Na,b “
8č
m“1
8ď
n“m
Kn,a,b, where Kn,a,b “ tr P rb´1, a´1s : 1 ď rn|1` sn| ď 2u.
Let A “ tn P N : an ď |1 ` sn| ď 2 bnu. By Corollary 11.5, ř
nPA
1
n
ă 8. Note that Kn,a,b “ ∅ if n R A.
On the other hand, if n P A, then Kn,a,b is contained in the interval r|1 ` sn|´1{n, 21{n|1 ` sn|´1{ns,
whose length is p21{n ´ 1q|1` sn|´1{n ď 21{n´1
a
ď 1
an
. Thus, the Lebesgue measure µ of the sets Kn,a,b is
estimated as
µpKn,a,bq “ 0 if n R A and µpKn,a,bq ď 1
an
if n R A.
According to the above two displays, for each m P N,
µpMpz, wq X rb´1, a´1sq ď
8ÿ
n“m
µpKn,a,bq ď 1
a
ÿ
nPA
něm
1
n
Ñ 0 as mÑ8.
Hence µpMpz, wq X rb´1, a´1sq “ 0 whenever 0 ă a ă b ă 1. Thus µpMpz, wqq “ 0.
Proposition 1.19 follows from Lemmas 11.1, 11.3 and 11.6.
12 Further comments and open questions
The next proposition provides a peculiar collection of diagonal numerically hypercyclic operators on C3.
Proposition 12.1. There is a diagonal T P SNHpC3q such that the restriction of T to each invariant
2-dimensional subspace is not weakly numerically hypercyclic.
Proof. Let 1 ă r ă R and k,m be distinct integers. By Lemma 3.5, the set
W “  pz, wq P T2 : tRnpzkn ` zmnq ` rnwn : n P Z`u is dense in C(
is a dense Gδ subset of T
2. Pick pz, wq inW and consider the diagonal operator T on C3 with the numbers
Rzk, Rzm and rw on the diagonal. Clearly, (1.10.1) is satisfied for T . By Theorem 1.10, T P SNH pC3q.
On the other hand, the possible spectra of the restrictions of T to 2-dimensional invariant subspaces
are tRzk, Rzmu, tRzk, rwu and tRzm, rwu. In any case, such a restriction is not weakly numerically
hypercyclic according to Theorem 1.13.
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As we have already observed, a self-adjoint operator is never numerically hypercyclic. Funnily enough
a scalar multiple of a self-adjoint operator can turn out to be numerically hypercyclic.
Proposition 12.2. Let T be a bounded self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert space H such that there exists
a sequence tλnunPN in σpT q satisfying 1 ă λ1 ă ´λ2 ă λ3 ă ´λ4 ă . . . Then for any w P T of infinite
order, wT P NH pHq.
Proof. Let sk “ 13 mint|λk| ´ |λk´1|, |λk`1| ´ |λk|u for k P N, where we assume λ0 “ 1. Using the
spectral theorem, we can find an orthonormal sequence txnunPN in H such that xT kxn, xny is always
between pλn ´ snqk and pλn ` snqk and xTmxk, T nxjy “ 0 provided k ‰ j. Let E be the linear span of
txn : n P Nu and K be the closure of E in H. Fix y P E and t P Czt0u. Let k “ maxtj P N : xy, xjy ‰
0u. Since |λj | ` sj ă |λj`1| ´ sj`1 for each j, |xT ny, yy| Ñ 8 and xT ny, yy “ opxT nxk`1, xk`1yq as
nÑ8. Furthermore, since λj alternate signs, xT ny, yy and xT nxk`1, xk`1y have opposite signs for every
sufficiently large odd positive integer n. Hence the numbers t´xT
ny,yy
xTnxk`1,xk`1y are positive for sufficiently
large odd n and form a convergent to 0 sequence. That is, for each sufficiently large odd n, we can find
εn ą 0 such that ε2n “ t´xT
ny,yy
xTnxk`1,xk`1y . Furthermore, εn Ñ 0. The last equality can be easily rewritten as
xT npy ` εnxk`1q, y ` εnxk`1y “ |t|. Since w has infinite order, we can find a strictly increasing sequence
tnjujPN of odd positive integers such that wnj Ñ t|t| . Then yj Ñ y and tj “ xpwT qnjyj, yjy Ñ t, where
yj “ y ` εnjxk`1. Thus py, tq is in the closure of the set
Λ “ tpy, xpwT qny, yyq : y P K, n P Nu.
Since E is dense in K and y P E and t P Czt0u are arbitrary, Λ is dense in KˆC. By Theorem U, there
is y P K such that txpwT qny, yy : n P Nu is dense in C. Hence wT P NH pHq.
The normal operator T in the following example is strongly numerically hypercyclic, while even its
weak numeric hypercyclicity does not follow from Theorem 1.26. The example illustrates the limitations
of Theorem 1.26.
Example 12.3. Let trnunPN be a strictly decreasing sequence in p1,8q and A “ t1, 2, 3, 4, 5u. Then
there exists a sequence taj,nupj,nqPAˆN of finite order elements of T such that the diagonal operator T on
ℓ2pAˆ Nq with the numbers rnaj,n on the diagonal is strongly numerically hypercyclic.
Proof. Let ε, d ą 0 be the numbers furnished by Lemma 3.9. For each n P N, let Un be the only cyclic
subgroup of T of order n: Un “ tz P T : zn “ 1u. Clearly, Un is a pin -net in T. Hence there is n0 P N
such that for each n ě n0, we can find a1, . . . , a5 P Un for which pa1, . . . , a5, a21, . . . , a25q P Pε, where Pε is
the set defined in (3.5). Fix a sequence tznunPN such that tzn : n P Nu is dense in C and |zn| ă dn for
every n P N. Using the induction with respect to n, we shall construct the sequences taj,nupj,nqPAˆN in T,
tcj,nupj,nqPAˆN of positive numbers, tknunPN of positive integers and tpnunPN of prime numbers such that
(A1) aj,n P Upn for 1 ď j ď 5;
(A2)
5ř
j“1
cj,na
kn
j,n “ znrknn ,
5ř
j“1
cj,qa
2kn
j,q “ 0 and
5ř
j“1
cj,n “ n
r
kn
n
;
(A3) pq divides kn ´ 2kq for 1 ď q ă n;
(A4) pn ą pn´1 and rkn´kn´1n ą n2n if n ě 2.
The basis of the induction. Pick an arbitrary prime number p1 such that p1 ě n0. Then we
can choose b1,1, . . . , b5,1 P Up1 such that pb1,1, . . . , b5,1, b21,1, . . . , b25,1q P Pε. Since r1 ą 1, there is k1 P N
such that p1 does not divide k1 and r
´k1
1 ă 1. Since z1 P dD, Lemma 3.9 provides positive numbers
t1,1, . . . , t5,1 such that
5ř
j“1
tj,1bj,1 “ z1,
5ř
j“1
tj,1b
2
j,1 “ 0 and
5ř
j“1
tj,1 “ 1. Since bj,1 P Up1 , p1 does not divide
k1 and p1 is prime, there are a1,1, . . . , a5,1 P Up1 such that ak1j,1 “ bj,1 for 1 ď j ď 5. Set cj,1 “ tj,1rk1
1
for
1 ď j ď 5. Now it is straightforward to see that (A1) and (A2) with n “ 1 are satisfied. Conditions (A3)
and (A4) with n “ 1 are satisfied in a trivial manner. Thus we have our basis of induction.
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The induction step. Let n ě 2 and assume that aj,q, cj,q, pq and kq with q ă n satisfying (A1–A4)
are already constructed. First, we choose an arbitrary prime number pn ą pn´1. Since pn ą p1 ě n0,
we can pick b1,n, . . . , b5,n P Upn such that pb1,n, . . . , b5,n, b21,n, . . . , b25,nq P Pε. Since rn ą 1 and p1, . . . , pn
are pairwise distinct primes, the Chinese Remainder Theorem allows us to choose kn P N such that
r
kn´kn´1
n ą n2n, pn does not divide kn and pq divides kn´2kq for 1 ď q ď n´1. Since znn P dD, Lemma 3.9
provides positive numbers t1,n, . . . , t5,n such that
5ř
j“1
tj,nbj,n “ znn ,
5ř
j“1
tj,nb
2
j,n “ 0 and
5ř
j“1
tj,n “ 1. Since
bj,n P Upn , pn does not divide kn and pn is prime, there are a1,n, . . . , a5,n P Upn such that aknj,n “ bj,n for
1 ď j ď 5. Set cj,n “ ntj,n
r
kn
n
for 1 ď j ď 5. Now it is straightforward to see that (A1–A4) are satisfied.
This completes the construction of the sequences taj,nupj,nqPAˆN, tcj,nupj,nqPAˆN, tknunPN and tpnunPN
satisfying (A1–A4).
For pj, nq P Aˆ N, set λj,n “ rnaj,n. Since
5ř
j“1
cj,n “ n
r
kn
n
and rknn ě n2n, we have c P ℓ1`pAˆ Nq. For
each m P N, we can write
ÿ
pj,nqPAˆN
cj,nλ
km
j,n “
ÿ
nPN
αn,m, where αn,m “ rkmn
5ÿ
j“1
cj,na
km
j,n . (12.1)
First, note that by (A2),
αm,m “ rkmm
5ÿ
j“1
cj,ma
km
j,m “ rkmm
zm
rkmm
“ zm. (12.2)
Since for n ă m, pn divides km ´ 2kn and apnj,n “ 1, (A2) yields
αn,m “ rkmn
5ÿ
j“1
cj,na
km
j,n “ rkmn
5ÿ
j“1
cj,na
2kn
j,n “ 0 if n ă m. (12.3)
Finally, if n ą m, using (A4) and (A2), we obtain
|αn,m| “ rkmn
ˇˇˇ 5ÿ
j“1
cj,na
km
j,n
ˇˇˇ
ď rkmn
5ÿ
j“1
cj,n “ nr
km
n
rknn
ď n
r
kn´kn´1
n
ď 1
2n
if n ą m. (12.4)
Combining (12.1–12.4), we getˇˇˇ
ˇzm ´ ÿ
pj,nqPAˆN
cj,nλ
km
j,n
ˇˇˇ
ˇ “
ˇˇˇ
ˇ 8ÿ
n“m`1
αn,m
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ď 8ÿ
n“m`1
1
2n
Ñ 0 as mÑ 8.
Since tzm : m P Nu is dense in C, the above display implies that
! ř
pj,nqPAˆN
cj,nλ
k
j,n : k P N
)
is dense in C.
Thus the diagonal operator T P Lpℓ2pA ˆ Nqq with the numbers λj,n on the diagonal satisfies (1.23.1).
By Theorem 1.23, T is strongly numerically hypercyclic.
Let V be the Volterra operator on L2r0, 1s. Exactly as in Example 1.21, we can show that re´V P
WNH pL2r0, 1sq for every r ą 1. Unexpectedly enough it turns out that these operators are not numeri-
cally hypercyclic.
Example 12.4. Let r ą 1 and T “ re´V , where V P LpL2r0, 1sq is the Volterra operator. Then
T R NH pL2r0, 1sq.
Proof. The key element of the proof is the following claim:
}I ´ e´cV } ď 1 for every c P R`. (12.5)
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We shall derive this estimate from the following observation:
for every f P L2r0, 1s, the function Ff : R` Ñ R`, Ff pcq “ }pI ´ e´cV qf} is increasing. (12.6)
First, we shall verify (12.6). Obviously, it is enough to show that Gf “ F 2f is increasing. Differentiating
by c the expression Gf pcq “ xpI ´ e´cV qf, pI ´ e´cV qfy, we get G1f pcq “ xV gc, gcy ` xgc, V gcy, where
gc “ pI ´ e´cV qf . Hence G1f pcq “ xPgc, gcy, where P “ V ` V ‹ and V ‹ is the Hilbert space adjoint of V .
It is easy to see that P is the orthogonal projection onto the one-dimensional space of constant functions.
Then the self-adjoint operator P is non-negative definite and G1f pcq “ xPgc, gcy ě 0 for every c P R`.
Hence Gf is increasing and (12.6) follows.
Now we shall prove (12.5). Assume the contrary. Then there is a ą 0 such that }I ´ e´aV } ą 1.
Then there is f P SpL2r0, 1sq such that }pI ´ e´aV qf} “ Ff paq ą 1. By (12.6), lim
cÑ8Ff pcq ą 1. On the
other hand, in [13] it is shown that }pI ´ V qng} Ñ 0 for each g P L2r0, 1s. According to the main result
of [5] the operators I ´ V and e´V are similar. Hence }e´nV g} Ñ 0 for each g P L2r0, 1s. In particular,
}e´nV f} Ñ 0. Hence Ff pnq Ñ 1, which contradicts the inequality lim
cÑ8Ff pcq ą 1. This contradiction
completes the proof of (12.5).
Now let r ą 1 and T “ re´V . Then for each f P SpL2r0, 1sq, using (12.5), we have
Re xT nf, fy “ rn
2
xpe´nV `e´nV ‹qf, fy “ rn
2
p2´xppI´e´nV q`pI´e´nV ‹qqf, fyq ě rnp1´}I´e´nV }q ě 0.
Hence NOpT, fq is contained in the right half-plane and therefore can not be dense in C. Thus T R
NH pL2r0, 1sq.
At the expense of a number of technical details entering the proof, one can similarly show that
rpI ´ cV q is weakly numerically hypercyclic and not numerically hypercyclic whenever r ą 1 and c ą 0.
We shall raise a number of natural questions.
Question 12.5. Let T PWNH pCnq. Is it true that at least one of the conditions p1.9.1–1.9.4q is satisfied?
Question 12.6. Assume that X is reflexive, T P LpXq is not power bounded and σppT q “ ∅. Is it true
that T is weakly numerically hypercyclic?
Question 12.7. Let T PWNH pXq. Is it true that T n PWNH pXq for every n P N?
Question 12.8. Let T PWNH pXq. Is it true that rT PWNH pXq for every r ě 1?
Question 12.9. Let T be a unitary operator such that σpT q is infinite and σppT q “ ∅. Is rT strongly
numerically hypercyclic for each r ą 1?
Question 12.10. Let T P LpXq and λ1, λ2 P C are such that ker pT ´ λjIq2 ‰ ker pT ´ λjIq for
j P t1, 2u, |λ1| “ |λ2| ě 1 and λ1|λ1| ,
λ2
|λ2| are independent in T. Is it true that T must be strongly
numerically hypercyclic?
Question 12.11. Characterize normal numerically hypercyclic operators in terms of their spectrum.
Question 12.12. Characterize numerically hypercyclic operators on L2r0, 1s commuting with the Volterra
operator V . In particular, is I ` V numerically hypercyclic?
The last question is in the spirit of the Invariant Subspace Problem and probably is tough.
Question 12.13. Is there T P Lpℓ2pNqq such that NOpT, xq is dense in C for each x P Spℓ2pNqq?
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